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ABSTRACT

This paper is a sequel to our previous paper on relational
similarity-based model of data and its fundamental query systems.
The present paper elaborates on the dependency theory in the
similarity-basedmodel, focusingmainly on similarity-based functional
dependencies, their semantic entailment, model-theoretic properties,
complete axiomatizations, characterization of nonredundant bases,
computational issues, and related algorithms. The paper shows
that various aspects of dependencies in ranked data tables over
domains with similarities can be properly formalized using complete
residuated lattices as structures for similarities and ranks. In addition
to their theoretical importance, the results can be directly applied
in the areas of similarity-based constraints, query result analysis, and
knowledge discovery from relational data which involves similarity-
based reasoning. We assume that readers are acquainted with the
prequel of this paper.
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1. Introduction

In this sequel to our previous paper on query systems in relational similarity-based
databases (Belohlavek and Vychodil 2017b), we focus on issues of similarity-based func-
tional dependencies in ranked data tables over domains with similarities which represent
our counterpart to classic functional dependencies that appear in the Codd model. The
basic conceptual difference is that in our model, the dependencies are if-then rules of the
form A ⇒ B, where A and B are collections of attributes, saying that if two tuples are
similar on all values from A, then they are similar on all values from B. The shift from
equality to similarity of attribute values represents a nontrivial extension of the classic
concept of a functional dependency which naturally appears in our model.

The applications of the classic functional dependencies are not limited only to database
theory where they serve basically as constraints. The same applies to our model since
the ordinary functional dependencies become a particular case of our similarity-based
dependencies when the structure for similarities and ranks is the two-element Boolean
algebra and all similarities on domains are identity relations. The dependencies we propose
and study from the point of view of our model can be used to formalize similarity-based
constraints as well as dependencies discovered from data. From the point of view of
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similarity-based reasoning, the latter application seems to be even more important than
the first one: having a ranked data table over domains with similarities (an RDT) as a
result of a similarity-based query, one may be interested in dependencies that hold in
the result of the query. The dependencies can then be seen as an additional information
which comes along with the query result represented by the RDT. It is often the case
that such information on dependencies can give users more insight into the data than
the RDT itself, especially when the RDT is large and one wishes to have a simple view of
the dependencies in data. Discovering similarity-based dependencies from data instead
of the ordinary equality-based dependencies is beneficial in cases where information
regarding similarity in domain values is relevant. A similarity-based dependency that holds
in data may represent a valuable information even though the corresponding equality-
based dependency is trivial. Indeed, compare “similar products are sold for similar prices”
(useful if true in data to a high degree of satisfaction) vs. “the same products are sold for
the same price” (trivially satisfied and brings no information if the “product” attribute is
a key). Another example: “products with similar prices are sold in similar quantities per
month” (the degree of satisfaction can be used to inspect marketing strategy – a degree
lower than expected can indicate inconsistencies between price and quality of products) vs.
“products with the same price are sold in the same quantities per month” (is trivially false
and brings no information if the data contain at least two products sold for the exact same
price but with different sale quantities – quite expected in a real-world situation unless the
products are sold in pairs). Both the examples illustrate dependencies that naturally appear
in our model where domains are equipped with similarity relations.

Determining dependencies that hold in data (in a query result, in this particular case)
faces the following obstacle: even if we restrict the form of the considered dependencies to
relatively simple if-then rules, the set of all dependencies that are true in a result of a query
can be large (exponential in terms of the number of attributes). In our case, it becomes even
larger if we wish to describe also dependencies that hold in the query result only partially
(to a high degree of satisfaction, not necessarily 1). In that case, the only feasible ways to
describe such dependencies are indirect. In this paper, we show a way which utilizes the
fact that all dependencies that (partially) hold in an RDT can be described as dependencies
which semantically follow from a certain (typically small) set of dependencies called a base.
Togetherwith the results on complete axiomatizations of semantic entailment of similarity-
based functional dependencies, this shows that the extension of the Codd model proposed
in the prequel allows us to obtain nontrivial results on various issues of similarity-based
reasoning which are interesting from a user point of view.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section2,wepresent preliminaries required for this
part.Notice, however, thatwe assume that readers are familiarwith the prequel (Belohlavek
and Vychodil 2017b) and especially the fundamental notions presented therein. In Section
3, we introduce the similarity-based functional dependencies, their interpretation in RDTs,
and remarks on related approaches. In Section 4, we deal with semantic entailment of de-
pendencies and related notions andprovide characterizations of semantic entailment based
on canonical models. Furthermore, in Section 5, we present two complete axiomatizations
of the semantic entailment. The first one characterizes dependencies that are fully entailed.
In addition, the second axiomatization characterizes arbitrary partial consequences. In
Section 6, we describe nonredundant bases of dependencies and present algorithms for
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their computation. Illustrative examples can be found in Section 7. A summary of the
paper is presented in Section 8.

2. Preliminaries

As in the prequel, we use complete residuated lattices as structures of degrees used for
similarities and ranks. In addition, we utilize particular unary operations on complete
residuated lattices calledhedges that have also beenmentioned in theprequel andparticular
closure structures based on residuated lattices and hedges. The notions are summarized in
this section. More details can be found in Belohlavek (2002), Belohlavek, Funiokova, and
Vychodil (2005), Galatos et al. (2007).

2.1. Complete residuated lattices, hedges, and related notions

Recall that a complete residuated lattice is an algebra L = 〈L,∧,∨,⊗,→, 0, 1〉 such that
〈L,∧,∨, 0, 1〉 is a complete lattice; 〈L,⊗, 1〉 is a commutative monoid (i.e. ⊗ is a binary
operation which is commutative, associative, and a ⊗ 1 = 1 ⊗ a = a for each a ∈ L);
and the operations ⊗ (a multiplication serving as a truth function of logical connective
“conjunction”) and → (a residuum serving as a truth function of logical connective
“implication”) satisfy the following adjointness property:

a ⊗ b ≤ c iff a ≤ b → c (1)

for all a, b, c ∈ L. An idempotent truth-stressing hedge (shortly, a hedge) on L is a unary
function ∗ : L → L satisfying, for each a, b ∈ L,

1∗ = 1, (2)
a∗ ≤ a, (3)

(a → b)∗ ≤ a∗ → b∗, (4)
a∗∗ = a∗. (5)

Before we describe the purpose of ∗, let us note that ∗ does not have a nontrivial interpreta-
tion if L consists of just two truth degrees 0 and 1. Indeed, if L = {0, 1}, we get 1∗ = 1 by (2)
and 0∗ = 0 as a consequence of (3). Therefore, if L is the two-element Boolean algebra (the
structure of truth values of the classical logic), the only map ∗ which conforms to (2)–(5) is
the identity map, meaning that truth-stressing hedges in classical logic are degenerate. On
the other hand, in presence of intermediate degrees, various maps satisfying (2)–(5) exist.

Properties (2)–(5) can be seen as natural properties of the connective “very true” (Hájek
2001). For instance, (3), called subdiagonality, says “if a is very true then a is true”, (4) says
that “very true” implications and “very true” antecedent yield “very true” consequent, i.e.
it says “if a and a → b are very true then b is very true”. Property (5) ensures that multiple
applications of the hedge do not further decrease the truth degree, i.e. (5) says that “very
very true” is the same as “very true”. This last property may be arguable but we keep it for
technical reasons. One can easily see that (2) and (4) yield that ∗ is monotone:

if a ≤ b then a∗ ≤ b∗. (6)
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Further properties of hedges derivable from (2)–(5) that will be used in this paper are the
following:

0∗ = 0, (7)(∧
i∈I ai

)∗ ≤ ∧
i∈I ai∗ (8)

(a∗ ∧ b)∗ = (a ∧ b)∗ (9)
a∗ ⊗ b∗ ≤ (a ⊗ b)∗ (10)

For illustration, we show how (9) can be proved: of (9). Since a∗ ∧ b ≤ a ∧ b due to (3),
we get (a∗ ∧ b)∗ ≤ (a ∧ b)∗ because of (6). On the other hand, (a ∧ b)∗ ≤ a∗ due to (6)
and (a ∧ b)∗ ≤ b due to (3) from which we get (a ∧ b)∗ ≤ a∗ ∧ b, i.e. using (5) and (6),
(a ∧ b)∗ = (a ∧ b)∗∗ ≤ (a∗ ∧ b)∗. �

Each complete residuated lattice L admits two borderline hedges. Namely, (i) identity,
i.e. a∗ = a (a ∈ L); and (ii) globalization (Takeuti and Titani 1987):

a∗ =
{
1, if a = 1,
0, otherwise. (11)

Notice that in the prequel, we used (11) as the interpretation of the unary connective �
which plays an important role in themodel (it is the domain relational calculus counterpart
to the relation algebra operation of a kernel).

For a complete residuated lattice L and a nonempty setU (call it a universe), we consider
maps of the form f : U → L, assigning to each u ∈ U the degree f (u) ∈ L. Such maps will
be denoted by capital letters A,B,C, . . . instead of f , g , h, . . . and called L-sets inU . If A is
an L-set in U , then A(u) can be interpreted as “the degree to which u belongs to A”. The
collection of all L-sets in universe U is denoted by LU . Note that if L = {0, 1}, then by a
slight abuse of notation, we can identify subsets of U (in the usual sense) with L-sets in U ,
i.e. with maps f : U → {0, 1} (indicator functions of subsets of U).

An L-set A in U is called finite if the set {u ∈ U |A(u) > 0} is finite; A is called crisp
if A(u) ∈ {0, 1} for each u ∈ U ; A is called empty if A(u) = 0 for each u ∈ U ; the empty
L-set in U is denoted by ∅U (or just ∅ if there is no danger of confusion). Obviously, crisp
L-sets in U can be identified with ordinary subsets of U . Therefore, for a crisp A, we write
u ∈ A to denote A(u) = 1 and u �∈ A to denote A(u) = 0.
Remark 2.1: When it is convenient, we use the following convention for writing finite L-
sets. If U = {u1, . . . , un}, then A ∈ LU can be denoted by A = {a1/u1, . . . , an/un} meaning
that A(ui) equals ai for each i = 1, . . . , n. For brevity, we further introduce the convention
of omitting the degrees if they are equal to 1 and omitting the elements with zero degrees.
For example, we write {u, 0.5/v} instead of {1/u, 0.5/v, 0/w}.

If U is a Cartesian product of sets (say U1, . . . ,Un), we may call an L-set A in U an
L-relation (between U1, . . . ,Un). In particular, a binary L-relation R between U and V is
a map R : U × V → L assigning to each u ∈ U and each v ∈ V the degree R(u, v) ∈ L
to which u and v are related by R. Since L-relations are particular L-sets, the notions like
finiteness and containment apply to L-relations as well.
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We may define operations with L-sets componentwise based on operations of L. Note
that in the same spirit, we defined componentwise operations with RDTs in Belohlavek
and Vychodil (2017b). For instance, the intersection of A,B ∈ LU is an L-set A ∩ B in
U such that (A ∩ B)(u) = A(u) ∧ B(u) for each u ∈ U . Analogously, for ∧, ⊗, and →.
Furthermore, we consider L-sets resulting by multiplying (by ⊗) and shifting (by →) of
other L-sets by constant truth degrees. Namely, for each c ∈ L and A ∈ LU , we define
L-sets c⊗A and c→A by

(c⊗A)(u) = c ⊗ A(u), (12)
(c→A)(u) = c → A(u), (13)

for any u ∈ U . The L-sets c⊗A and c→A are called a c-multiple of A and a c-shift of A,
respectively. Again, the notions correspond to analogous notions defined in the prequel
for RDTs (here, we introduce the notions for all L-sets, not just RDTs).

Recall that for L-sets A,B ∈ LU , we denote by A ⊆ B the fact that A(u) ≤ B(u) for any
u ∈ U . In words, A ⊆ B means that A is fully contained in B. This type of containment,
however natural, does not capture situationswhere oneL-set is “almost” a subset of another
one. Indeed, ⊆ is a bivalent notion: either A ⊆ B or A � B. In order to capture partial
containment, we define a so-called subsethood degree as follows:

S(A,B) = ∧
u∈U

(
A(u) → B(u)

)
. (14)

Clearly, S(A,B) represents a degree to which A is a subset of B because, according to the
standard rules of interpreting

∧
and→, (14) is a degree to which “for all u ∈ U : if u is inA,

then u is in B”. Observe that S(A,B)may take any degree from L not necessarily 0 or 1. It is
important to understand that S(A,B) defined by (14) generalizes the bivalent subsethood
relation ⊆. Namely, using properties of residuated lattices, A(u) ≤ B(u) is true for each
u ∈ U iff A(u) → B(u) = 1 for each u ∈ U iff S(A,B) = 1. As a consequence, S(A,B) = 1
iff A ⊆ B, i.e. the degree to which A is a subset of B equals 1 iff A is fully contained in B.
Again, let us note that in case of RDTs, (14) represents a degree which can be expressed by
residuated division of RDTs (see Belohlavek and Vychodil 2017b).

2.2. Closure structures

We now introduce particular closure structures in LU that will play a central role for
determining nonredundant descriptions of the dependencies studied in this paper. Recall
from Belohlavek, Funiokova, and Vychodil (2005) that a system S ⊆ LU of L-sets is called
an L∗-closure system on U if (i), for any L-sets Ai ∈ S (i ∈ I) we have

⋂
i∈I Ai ∈ S , and

(ii) for any L-set A ∈ S and a truth degree a ∈ L, we have a∗→A ∈ S , where a∗→A
is a particular case of (13). Thus, S is an L∗-closure system if it is closed under arbitrary
intersections and a∗-shifts. An L∗-closure operator on U is any map C : LU → LU

satisfying, for each A,B1,B2 ∈ LU ,

A ⊆ C(A), extensivity (15)
S(B1,B2)∗ ≤ S(C(B1), C(B2)), monotony (16)

C(A) = C(C(A)). idempotency (17)
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Observe that (16) can be read: “if B1 is very included in B2, then C(B1) is included in
C(B2)”. Put in words, ∗ which appears in (16) plays the role of a parameter of monotony.
With stronger hedges, we put more emphasis on B1 being a subset of B2. Furthermore,
we have the following characterization (Belohlavek, Funiokova, and Vychodil 2005) of the
mutual relationship between L∗-closure system and L∗-closure operators:
Proposition 2.2: Let S ⊆ LU be an L∗-closure system. Then, CS : LU → LU defined
by CS(B) = ⋂{A ∈ S |B ⊆ A} is an L∗-closure operator such that, for each B ∈ LU ,
we have B ∈ S iff B = CS(B). Let C : LU → LU be an L∗-closure operator. Then,
SC = {A ∈ LU |A = C(A)} is an L∗-closure system. �

Moreover, there is a one-to-one correspondence between L∗-closure operators on U
and L∗-closure systems on U : we have C = CSC and S = SCS , i.e. the maps C �→ SC
and S �→ CS are mutually inverse (see Belohlavek, Funiokova, and Vychodil 2005). We
denote by fix(C) the set of all fixed points of C : LU → LU , i.e.

fix(C) = {A ∈ LU |A = C(A)} = {C(A) |A ∈ LU }. (18)

According to Proposition 2.2, fix(C) is an L∗-closure system.

2.3. Notes on ranked data tables over domains with similarities

In this paper, we are going to study dependencies in single RDTs and therefore, we are
going to use a fixed relation scheme R which is a finite nonempty subset of the set Y of all
attributes (the case of R = ∅ is not considered since no dependencies can be formulated in
an empty set of attributes). As usual, for each attribute y ∈ R, we consider its domain Dy
with similarity ≈y (i.e. ≈y is at least reflexive and symmetric L-relationU). If the domains
with similarities {〈Dy ,≈y〉| y ∈ R} are clear from the context, which is often the case, we
shall abbreviate

∏
y∈R Dy by Tupl(R). Under this notation, an RDT (on relation scheme R

over domains with similarities {〈Dy ,≈y〉| y ∈ R}) is any map D : Tupl(R) → L with only
finitely many tuples r ∈ Tupl(R) such that D(r) > 0. Hence, RDTs may be identified with
finite L-sets in Tupl(R). Recall that D is called a “nonranked table” (or a nonranked RDT)
if for each tuple r ∈ Tupl(R), either D(r) = 0 or D(r) = 1, i.e. nonranked tables are crisp
finite L-sets in Tupl(R). If D is a nonranked data table, we can write r ∈ D (or r �∈ D)
to denote the fact that D(r) = 1 (or D(r) = 0). Details can be found in Belohlavek and
Vychodil (2017b).

3. Similarity-based functional dependencies

In this section, we introduce functional dependencies in our model (so-called similarity-
based functional dependencies) and their interpretation in ranked data tables over domains
with similarities. We begin with considering similarity of two tuples on the same relation
scheme. This notion is crucial for interpreting functional dependencies in our model as
particular dependencies describing similarities between values in tuples. In theCoddmodel
(Codd 1970), two tuples r1 and r2 are either equal on attributes from a set C ⊆ R or not.
In our setting, we may define degrees to which the tuples are similar as follows.
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Definition 3.1: For an RDT D on R over {〈Dy ,≈y〉 | y ∈ R}, tuples r1, r2 ∈ Tupl(R), and
an L-set C ∈ LR of attributes, we introduce a degree r1(C) ≈D r2(C) to which r1 and r2 in
D have similar values on attributes from C by

r1(C) ≈D r2(C) = (D(r1)⊗ D(r2)) → ∧
y∈R

(
C(y) → r1(y) ≈y r2(y)

)
. (19)

Remark 3.2: By the basic rules of semantics of predicate fuzzy logic (Cintula and Hájek
2010; Gottwald 2008; Hájek 1998), r1(C) ≈D r2(C) is just the truth degree of a formula
“if r1, r2 are in D then for each attribute y in C, r1 and r2 have similar values on y”.
Also note that (19) generalizes the ordinary equality on tuples the following way: if D is
nonranked, r1, r2 ∈ D, all similarities ≈y are identities, and C is a crisp subset of R, then
r1(C) ≈D r2(C) = 1 iff r1 equals r2 on all attributes from C.

In general, C in (19) is an L-set, i.e. C(y) is a degree to which the attribute y belongs to
C. Considering the similarity of tuples r1 and r2, we interpret C(y) as a degree to which
r1(y) ≈y r2(y) contributes to the similarity of r1 and r2. The role of C(y) is best explained
inspecting the two borderline cases when C(y) = 0 or C(y) = 1. If C(y) = 0, the degree
of r1(y) ≈y r2(y) does not contribute to r1(C) ≈D r2(C) since always C(y) → r1(y) ≈y
r2(y) = 1. On the contrary, if C(y) = 1, then C(y) → r1(y) ≈y r2(y) = r1(y) ≈y r2(y),
meaning that r1(C) ≈D r2(C) is at most r1(y) ≈y r2(y), provided that D(r1) = 1 and
D(r2) = 1. The intermediate values C(y) ∈ L express a gradual transition between these
two borderline cases.

The tuple similarity degrees defined by (19) have the following properties.
Proposition 3.3: Let D be an RDT over {〈Dy ,≈y〉 | y ∈ R}, C,C1,C2 ∈ LR be L-sets of
attributes, and r1, r2 ∈ Tupl(R) be tuples. Then,

(i) For any tuple r ∈ Tupl(R), r(C) ≈D r(C) = 1.
(ii) r1(C) ≈D r2(C) = r2(C) ≈D r1(C).
(iii) If C = ∅, then r1(C) ≈D r2(C) = 1.
(iv) If C = R, then r1(C) ≈D r2(C) = (D(r1)⊗ D(r2)) → ∧

y∈R r1(y) ≈y r2(y).
(v) If D(r1) = 0 or D(r2) = 0, then r1(C) ≈D r2(C) = 1.
(vi) If D(r1) = D(r2) = 1, then r1(C) ≈D r2(C) = ∧

y∈R
(
C(y) → r1(y) ≈y r2(y)

)
.

(vii) If C is crisp, then r1(C) ≈D r2(C) = (D(r1)⊗ D(r2)) → ∧
y∈C r1(y) ≈y r2(y).

(viii) If C1 ⊆ C2, then r1(C2) ≈D r2(C2) ≤ r1(C1) ≈D r2(C1).
(ix) For any a ∈ L, a → r1(C) ≈D r2(C) = r1(a⊗C) ≈D r2(a⊗C).

Proof: All claims can be shown using properties of residuated lattices which follow from
the adjointness property: (i) is a consequence of reflexivity of any of the similarities ≈y ;
(ii) is a consequence of symmetry of all ≈y ’s; (iii) follows by a → 1 = 0 → b = 1 (for
any a, b ∈ L); (iv) is true because any attribute belongs to R to degree 1 (note that R
represents the full L-set in R, see Section 2); (v) is a consequence of a ⊗ 0 = 0 ⊗ a = 0
(for any a ∈ L); (vi) follows by 1 → a = a (for any a ∈ L); (vii) is a direct consequence of
1 → a = a and 0 → a = 1 (for any a ∈ L) and the fact that C is crisp, i.e. C(y) ∈ {0, 1}
(for any y ∈ R); (viii) is a consequence of antitony of → in the first argument (i.e. a ≤ b
implies b → c ≤ a → c) and monotony of → in the second argument (i.e. a ≤ b implies
c → a ≤ c → b); to see (ix), observe that
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a → r1(C) ≈D r2(C) = a → (
(D(r1)⊗ D(r2)) → ∧

y∈R
(
C(y) → r1(y) ≈y r2(y)

))
= (D(r1)⊗ D(r2)) → (

a → ∧
y∈R

(
C(y) → r1(y) ≈y r2(y)

))
= (D(r1)⊗ D(r2)) → ∧

y∈R
(
a → (

C(y) → r1(y) ≈y r2(y)
))

= (D(r1)⊗ D(r2)) → ∧
y∈R

(
(a ⊗ C(y)) → r1(y) ≈y r2(y)

)
= (D(r1)⊗ D(r2)) → ∧

y∈R
(
(a⊗C)(y) → r1(y) ≈y r2(y)

)
= r1(a⊗C) ≈D r2(a⊗C),

proving the claim.

Remark 3.4: The properties listed in Proposition 3.3 have a natural interpretation. For
instance, (vii) says that if C ∈ LR is crisp, then the similarity degree r1(C) ≈D r2(C) can
be computed using an infimum which goes over all attributes y ∈ R such that C(y) = 1;
(viii) shows that the similarity defined by (19) is antitone in that if C1 ⊆ C2, then the
degree to which r1 and r2 have similar values on attributes from C2 is smaller than or equal
to the degree to which r1 and r2 have similar values on attributes from C1, i.e. larger sets
of attributes yield smaller similarity degrees, which is quite expected. The properties can
be further combined. For instance, (vi) and (vii) yield r1(C) ≈D r2(C) = ∧

y∈C r1(y) ≈y
r2(y) ifC is crisp andD(r1) = D(r2) = 1. Note that (i) and (ii) yields that for givenC ∈ LR

and D, ≈D is a similarity relation (reflexive and symmetric).
Remark 3.5: The similarity degrees defined by (19) can be expressed by means of re-
lational operations with RDTs. Indeed, using the notions introduced in Belohlavek and
Vychodil (2017b), we can proceed as follows: consider a database scheme 〈R, �〉 and a
fixed r ∈ R such that �(r) = {y1, . . . , yn}. Then, for any L-set C ∈ L�(r), there is an
RA-expression E on the relation scheme {y1, y′

1, . . . , yn, y
′
n} (for each yi we consider a new

unused attribute of the same type) such that for any instance D of 〈R, �〉 and tuples r1, r2
such that rD(r1) > 0 and rD(r2) > 0, we have

r1(C) ≈rD r2(C) = ED
C (r1r

′
2), (20)

where r′2 results from r1 by renaming all of its attributes y1, . . . , yn to y′
1, . . . , y

′
n. Namely,

EC whose existence is asserted in (20) can be taken as follows:

EC = (r �� ρh(r)) �
F ⋂n

i=1
(
σyi≈y′

i
(F)÷F (C(yi))∅

)
(21)

with h(yi) = y′
i for all i = 1, . . . , n and F being ∇(r) �� ρh(∇(r)). The divisions which

appear in (21) are in fact residuated shifts because

σyi≈y′
i
(F)÷F (C(yi))∅ = C(yi) �

F σyi≈y′
i
(F). (22)

Note that (20) does not hold to the full extent: if rD(r1) = 0 or rD(r2) = 0, then
ED
C (r1r

′
2) = 0, whereas r1(C) ≈rD r2(C) = 1. This is quite expected since in general there

can be infinitely many tuples for which r1(C) ≈rD r2(C) = 1, provided there is at least
one infinite domain but the result of EC in any database instance is finite. Nevertheless,
from the viewpoint of similarity-based functional dependencies and their validity, these
borderline cases are negligible as we shall see in Remark 3.10.
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Definition 3.6: Let R be a nonempty set of attributes. A similarity-based functional
dependency (shortly, an SBFD) on R is any expression A ⇒ B, where A,B are L-sets
in R.

Just as ordinary FDs, SBFDs are syntactic expressions, i.e. formulas from a logical
viewpoint. In order to evaluate SBFDs and consider degrees to which SBFDs are true, we
need to supply a semantic component – a ranked data table over domains with similarities,
in our case:
Definition 3.7: Let D be an RDT over {〈Dy ,≈y〉 | y ∈ R} and let A,B ∈ LR. A degree
||A ⇒ B||D to which A ⇒ B is true in D is defined by

||A ⇒ B||D = ∧
r1,r2∈Tupl(R)

(
(r1(A) ≈D r2(A))∗ → r1(B) ≈D r2(B)

)
. (23)

Remark 3.8: Using predicate fuzzy logic, ||A ⇒ B||D is a truth degree of a formula
“for any tuples r1, r2 (in D): if r1 and r2 have (very) similar values on attributes from A
then r1 and r2 have similar values on attributes from B”. Note that due to our adherence
to predicate fuzzy logic, the meaning of A ⇒ B is given by a simple formula which we
just described in natural language. In general, ||A ⇒ B||D is a truth degree from L, not
necessarily 0 or 1. As in case of ranks, such degrees have a comparative meaning. That is,
from ||A ⇒ B||D = 0.96 and ||E ⇒ F||D = 0.98, we conclude that “E ⇒ F is more true
than A ⇒ B” in D. Analogously, from ||A ⇒ B||D1 = 0.35 and ||A ⇒ B||D2 = 0.42,
we conclude that “A ⇒ B is more true in D2 than in D1” or in other words, “D2 makes
A ⇒ Bmore true than D1 does”.

The infimum in (23) goes over all possible tuples r1, r2 ∈ Tupl(R). Since D has only
finitely many tuples with nonzero ranks, Proposition 3.3(v) yields

||A ⇒ B||D = ∧
r1,r2∈∇(D)

(
(r1(A) ≈D r2(A))∗ → r1(B) ≈D r2(B)

)
, (24)

where∇(D) is the support ofD, i.e. the nonrankedRDTconsisting of the tupleswhich have
nonzero ranks in D. Put in words, ||A ⇒ B||D does not depend on tuples which belong to
D to a zero degree which is quite natural. Since the infimum in (24) goes over finitely many
tuples, the degree to which A ⇒ B is true inD can be obtained by computing the infimum
of n(n−1)

2 truth values which are the results of (r1(A) ≈D r2(A))∗ → r1(B) ≈D r2(B)
for pairwise different tuples r1, r2 with nonzero ranks (recall that ≈D is reflexive and
symmetric).
Remark 3.9: The antecedent in formula (23) is modified by a hedge ∗. In this case, the
hedge can be seen as a parameter having an influence on the interpretation of SBFDs. For
illustration, if the ranks in D are all 0 or 1 and ∗ is globalization (11), then for any choice
of a scale L and connectives ⊗,→ we have that ||A ⇒ B||D = 1 (A ⇒ B is fully true
in D) means that for any tuples r1, r2 in D: if A(y) ≤ r1(y) ≈y r2(y) for any attribute
y ∈ R, then B(y) ≤ r1(y) ≈y r2(y) for any attribute y ∈ R. This also shows that degrees
A(y) and B(y) serve basically as similarity thresholds. The reason we introduced hedges
into the interpretation of SBFDs is to capture several possible interpretations of SBFDs
which all result by different choices of hedges. Two borderline cases result by setting ∗ to
globalization and to identity. In Belohlavek and Vychodil (2011), it is shown that using
hedges as additional parameters of the interpretation of functional dependencies enables to
cover several isolated approaches to functional dependencies by a single general theory.We
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show in this paper that the abstraction provided by hedges is also important for the theory
of nonredundant bases. In Section 6, we show that particular hedges ensure uniqueness of
important nonredundant bases of SBFDs whereas other hedges do not.
Remark 3.10: Following Remark 3.5, we claim that for r ∈ R with �(r) = {y1, . . . , yn}
and any A,B ∈ L�(r), there is an RA-expression EA⇒B on the empty relation scheme such
that ||A ⇒ B||rD = (EA⇒B)

D(∅). In fact, we can put

EA⇒B = EB ÷1∅ EA, (25)

where EA and EB are given by (21) forC beingA and B, respectively. Therefore, the degrees
to which similarity-based functional dependencies are true in RDTs can be expressed by
evaluating RA-expressions constructed using operations �� (natural join), σ (restriction),
ρ (renaming), ∇ (support), ∩ (∧-intersection), � (residuum), and ÷ (division). In fact,
(25) is a graded containment expressed by the residuated division. It means that the
similarity-based functional dependencies can be seen as particular cases of similarity-
based constraints (see Belohlavek and Vychodil 2017b). Analogously as in (24), the value
(EA⇒B)

D(∅) does not depend on tuples r1, r2 such thatrD(r1) = 0 orrD(r2) = 0 because
0 → 0 = 1.

We now prove an assertion showing that in terms of satisfying SBFDs, ranked data
tables can be substituted with nonranked ones.We shall prove this assertion by associating
to a ranked data table a new nonranked data table which satisfies the same SBFDs (to the
same degrees) as the original ranked data table.
Theorem 3.11: For any ranked data tableD over {〈Dy ,≈y〉 | y ∈ R}, there is a nonranked
data table D′ over {〈D′

y ,≈′
y〉 | y ∈ R} such that, for each A ⇒ B, ||A ⇒ B||D = ||A ⇒

B||D′ .

Proof: Put D′
y = Dy × L for all y ∈ R. Hence, each new domain D′

y is a set consisting of
pairs 〈d, a〉 where d ∈ Dy and a ∈ L. Moreover, for any 〈d1, a1〉 and 〈d2, a2〉 in D′

y put

〈d1, a1〉 ≈′
y 〈d2, a2〉 = (a1 ⊗ a2) → d1 ≈y d2. (26)

Obviously, each ≈′
y is reflexive and symmetric, i.e. 〈D′

y ,≈′
y〉 is a domain with similarity.

We now establish a connection between tuples in the ranked data table D and tuples over
the new domains: consider a map hD : ∏

y∈R Dy → ∏
y∈R D′

y which is defined by

(
hD(r)

)
(y) = 〈r(y),D(r)〉 (27)

for all r ∈ ∏
y∈R Dy . In words, r is mapped by hD to a tuple containing the same values

as r together with degrees all equal to D(r). Now, we can define D′ as a nonranked data
table over {〈D′

y ,≈′
y〉 | y ∈ R} which consists of tuples hD(r) where D(r) > 0. Since D′ is a

nonranked data table, using (v) and (vi) of Proposition 3.3,

(
hD(r1)

)
(C) ≈D′

(
hD(r2)

)
(C) = ∧

y∈R
(
C(y) → (

hD(r1)
)
(y) ≈′

y
(
hD(r2)

)
(y)

)
.
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Furthermore, using (26) and (27), the latter equality can be extended as follows:

∧
y∈R

(
C(y) → (

hD(r1)
)
(y) ≈′

y
(
hD(r2)

)
(y)

)
= ∧

y∈R
(
C(y) → 〈r1(y),D(r1)〉 ≈′

y 〈r2(y),D(r2)〉
)

= ∧
y∈R

(
C(y) → (

(D(r1)⊗ D(r2)) → r1(y) ≈y r2(y)
))

= ∧
y∈R

(
(D(r1)⊗ D(r2)) → (

C(y) → r1(y) ≈y r2(y)
))

= (D(r1)⊗ D(r2)) → ∧
y∈R

(
C(y) → r1(y) ≈y r2(y)

) = r1(C) ≈D r2(C).

Altogether, we have shown (hD(r1))(C) ≈D′ (hD(r2))(C) = r1(C) ≈D r2(C). The rest
follows from the definition of || · · · ||D , see (23).

Remark 3.12: Notice that in the proof of Theorem3.11,D′
y is an infinite domain provided

that L is infinite. If one wishes to have D′ over finite domains with similarities, for each
attribute y ∈ R one can consider a finite subset of D′

y which is the active domain (i.e.
a subset containing just the pairs 〈d, a〉 ∈ D′

y that appear as values in tuples of D′, see
Belohlavek and Vychodil 2017b) and a corresponding restriction of ≈′

y .
Theorem 3.11 is an important observation of the dependency theory since it enables

us to reduce considerations about dependencies in ranked data tables over domains with
similarities to nonranked data tables on the same relation scheme but over new domains
with similarities that capture the same information as both the ranks and similarities
in of the original tables. Notice, however, that this reduction is possible in case on
functional dependencies and cannot be applied in general, e.g. in query systems as they
were introduced inBelohlavek andVychodil (2017b)without a substantial (andunavailing)
alteration of the whole model.

3.1. Notes on related approaches

Our approach to similarity-based dependencies in ranked data tables over domains with
similarities can be seen as related to various approaches to functional dependencies
introduced in several (genuine and bogus) extensions of the relational model of data
proposed by Codd (1970). We argue that our concept of similarity-based dependencies
is grounded in solid logical foundations due to its adherence to residuated logics and
structures of degrees used for similarities and ranks, is consistentwith the idea of similarity-
based reasoningwe developed in this series of papers, and, in addition, ismore general than
most of the approaches introduced in the past. Here, we present a short comparison with
selected generalizations of functional dependencies. A more detailed account is presented
in Ježková, Cordero, and Enciso (2017).

The main existing extensions of functional dependencies that share some common
features with our extension are Ben Yahia, Ounalli, and Jaoua (1999), Bosc, Dubois, and
Prade (1994), Cubero and Amparo Vila (1994), Intan and Mukaidono (2004), Prade and
Testemale (1984),Wang,Tsai, andHong (2000). Themost influential paper is probably that
by Raju and Majumdar (1988). The following are the main distinctions of our approach.

(i) The previous approaches use ordinary sets A and B in dependencies A ⇒ B which
is a special case in our setting since we allow L-sets for A and B. This allows us
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to express similarity thresholds (see above) which means a greater but still natural
expressive power.

(ii) The previous approaches do not consider approximate validity of dependencies and
related notions (like degrees of entailment introduced in Section 4).

(iii) The previous approaches use one particular scale, namely [0, 1], and one particular
choice of connectives and do not consider relationship to predicate fuzzy logic.
As a result, a simple natural language description of the meaning of a “fuzzy FD”
introduced in the papers is missing, cf. Remark 3.8. Furthermore, most of the
previous approaches are a particular case of our approach.

(iv) As a result, even though there have been proposed various approaches to functional
dependencies which were to some extent grounded in fuzzy logics, the approaches
are mostly definitional, mostly vaguely conceived, not sound, or reasonably elabo-
rated from a logical viewpoint, and fail to provide deeper results and connections
to other important facets of the relational model of data.

Recent papers on data dependencies and topics related to similarity include (Fan et al.
2011) where the authors deal with constraints for matching records from unreliable data
sources and utilize crisp similarity relations and, unlike the present approach, develop
the idea in the framework of the classic logic. Furthermore, Vychodil (2015) presents
a logic for reasoning with functional dependencies with non-idempotent conjunctions
interpreted over partially ordered monoids – unlike the present approach, the formulas
are considered as classic FDs with possible multiple occurrences of attributes in their
antecedents and consequents. In addition, the completeness of the logic developed in
Vychodil (2015) is established over a class of all complete residuated lattices, whereas
our approach uses arbitrary (but fixed) complete residuated lattice (details are presented
in Section 5). Conceptually, our paper deals with similar topics as those studied by
Belohlavek and Vychodil (2006) who consider functional dependencies interpreted in
non-ranked data tables with similarities on domains, i.e. our approach extends the results
to the ranked setting. Our rules are closely related to attribute implications for data with
grades Belohlavek and Vychodil (2016, 2017a) in the same sense as the ordinary functional
dependencies are related to the ordinary attribute implications.

The list of related papers we have provided here is not exhaustive. Further details
on relationships between various types of similarity-based if-then rules can be found in
Ježková, Cordero, and Enciso (2017).

4. Theories, models, and semantic entailment

Wenow introduce notions of amodel and a semantic entailment and explore their proper-
ties. In the original Coddmodel, semantic entailment is used to determine whether a given
functional dependency follows from a set of other functional dependencies. Therefore,
semantic entailment is important for checking redundancy. The same applies to ourmodel.
Since, in addition, we are working with general degrees to which SBFDs may hold in data
tables, it is natural to consider a graded notion of semantic entailment. Hence, instead
of defining whether a given A ⇒ B follows/does not follow from a given set of SBFDs,
we shall define a degree to which A ⇒ B follows from the SBFDs. This allows us to
consider partial consequences of SBFDs, i.e. we shall be able to express whether A ⇒ B
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follows entirely/more-or-less/not-at-all, etc. In addition to that, our formalism enables us
to answer questions like “Under the assumption that A ⇒ B is fully true and B ⇒ C is
partially true (i.e. true to some nonzero degree), what can we deduce about A ⇒ C?”

First, we introduce the notion of a theory, i.e. a collection of SBFDs from which other
SBFDs might follow:
Definition 4.1: An L-set � of SBFDs on R will be called a theory (on R). A theory � is
called crisp if�(A ⇒ B) ∈ {0, 1} for each SBFD A ⇒ B.

Therefore, any SBFD A ⇒ B belongs to a theory� to a certain degree, namely�(A ⇒
B) ∈ L. Technically, � is a map � : F → L, where F is a set of all SBFDs on R. If � is a
crisp theory, then � is a crisp L-set of SBFDs and it can be identified with an ordinary set
of SBFDs. By a slight abuse of notation, if� is crisp, we writeA ⇒ B ∈ � andA ⇒ B �∈ �
to denote�(A ⇒ B) = 1 and�(A ⇒ B) = 0, respectively.
Remark 4.2: The degree�(A ⇒ B) ∈ L to which A ⇒ B belongs to� can be described
as a degree to which A ⇒ B is prescribed by �. �(A ⇒ B) = 1 means that A ⇒ B is
fully prescribed by �; �(A ⇒ B) = 0 means that A ⇒ B in not prescribed by � at all.
In principle, degrees �(A ⇒ B) have an analogous role as the ranks in query systems
(Belohlavek and Vychodil 2017b). A common way to obtain such ranks is to extract, from
a given ranked data table, information about degrees to which A ⇒ B are true. Hence,
a theory which is an L-set of SBFDs may result from a crisp theory by validating a set of
dependencies against data. The notion of a theory as an L-set fits thus well into our model.

Ranked data tables satisfying all SBFDs prescribed by theories are called models:
Definition 4.3: Let� be a theory on R. A ranked data tableD on R is called amodel of �
if, for each A ⇒ B on R, we have �(A ⇒ B) ≤ ||A ⇒ B||D . The collection of all models
of� is denoted by Mod(�), i.e.

Mod(�) = {D | for each A,B ∈ LR : �(A ⇒ B) ≤ ||A ⇒ B||D}, (28)

where D stands for an arbitrary RDT on R over any domains with similarities.
That is, D ∈ Mod(�) means that for each SBFD A ⇒ B, the degree to which A ⇒ B

holds in D is higher than or at least equal to the degree�(A ⇒ B) prescribed by�. Thus,
�(A ⇒ B) is indeed a threshold value (cf. Remark 4.2) because in eachmodel of�,A ⇒ B
is true at least to the threshold degree�(A ⇒ B). If the threshold value is not reached, i.e.
if ||A ⇒ B||D � �(A ⇒ B), then D is not a model of�.

According to Definition 4.3, models of theories do not have any restriction on domains
or similarities on domains. This is quite expected since the classic notion of a model
does not impose any restrictions on the domains either. We may observe the following
properties of models:
Proposition 4.4: Let �,�1,�2 be theories on R. Then,

(i) Mod(�) �= ∅.
(ii) If � = ∅, thenMod(�) consists of all ranked data tables on R.
(iii) If �1 ⊆ �2, thenMod(�2) ⊆ Mod(�1).
(iv) If � is crisp, thenMod(�) = {D | for each A ⇒ B ∈ � : ||A ⇒ B||D = 1}.
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Proof:

(i) Clearly, any ranked data table D which contains at most a single tuple to a nonzero
degree (including the empty D) belongs to Mod(�).

(ii) If � = ∅, any ranked data table D is a model of � because ||A ⇒ B||D ≥ �(A ⇒
B) = 0.

(iii) Let �1 ⊆ �2 and take any D ∈ Mod(�2). By definition, ||A ⇒ B||D ≥ �2(A ⇒
B) ≥ �1(A ⇒ B) (for any A ⇒ B), whence D ∈ Mod(�1).

(iv) If � is crisp, D ∈ Mod(�) iff, for each A ⇒ B, �(A ⇒ B) ≤ ||A ⇒ B||D which is
iff ||A ⇒ B||D = 1 whenever�(A ⇒ B) = 1, proving the claim.

Theorem 4.4 shows a natural antitony: greater theories have smaller classes of models.
Also, Theorem 4.4(i) shows that each theory has a model, meaning that all theories in our
logic are consistent (i.e. there is no theory without models). We are now ready to define
the notion of semantic entailment of SBFDs in our model:
Definition 4.5: The degree ||A ⇒ B||� ∈ L to which A ⇒ B (on R) semantically follows
from a theory� (on R) is defined by

||A ⇒ B||� = ∧
D∈Mod(�) ||A ⇒ B||D. (29)

That is, ||A ⇒ B||� is the greatest lower bound of degrees of validity of A ⇒ B in the
models of�.
Proposition 4.6: Let �,�1,�2 be theories on R and let A,B ∈ LR be L-sets of attributes.
Then,

(i) �(A ⇒ B) ≤ ||A ⇒ B||� .
(ii) If B ⊆ A, then ||A ⇒ B||� = 1.
(iii) If �1 ⊆ �2, then ||A ⇒ B||�1 ≤ ||A ⇒ B||�2 .

Proof:

(i) Since �(A ⇒ B) ≤ ||A ⇒ B||D holds for each model D ∈ Mod(�), we get
�(A ⇒ B) ≤ ∧

D∈Mod(�) ||A ⇒ B||D = ||A ⇒ B||� .
(ii) UsingProposition3.3(viii),B ⊆ A yields r1(A) ≈D r2(A) ≤ r1(B) ≈D r2(B) for any

tuples r1, r2. Therefore, (r1(A) ≈D r2(A))∗ ≤ r1(A) ≈D r2(A) ≤ r1(B) ≈D r2(B),
which gives (r1(A) ≈D r2(A))∗ → r1(B) ≈D r2(B) = 1. Hence, ||A ⇒ B||D = 1
for any D, i.e. ||A ⇒ B||D = 1 for any model D ∈ Mod(�).

(iii) Follows from Proposition 4.4(iii).

Let us note at this point that if we consider the two-element Boolean algebra as our
structure of truth degrees, the semantic entailment in ourmodel becomes the classical one.
Indeed, for L such that L = {0, 1} and with ∧ = ⊗, ∨, and → being the truth functions
of the classic connectives of conjunction, disjunction, and implication, respectively, we get
that ||A ⇒ B||� = 1 iff A ⇒ B is true to degree 1 in every model of � which is iff A ⇒ B
follows from� in the usual sense.
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4.1. Properties of semantic entailment

In this section, we further investigate degrees of entailment and related computational
issues. We begin with assertion showing that considering just the entailment degrees, we
can restrict ourselves to nonranked tables with similarities.
Theorem 4.7: For any theory �,

||A ⇒ B||� = ∧
D∈ModN(�) ||A ⇒ B||D , (30)

where

ModN(�) = {D ∈ Mod(�) | for each r : D(r) ∈ {0, 1}} (31)

are nonranked models of�.

Proof: The claim is a consequence of Theorem 3.11. In more detail, the “≤”-inequality
follows directly from the fact that ModN(�) ⊆ Mod(�). On the other hand, Theorem
3.11 yields that for any ranked data table D ∈ Mod(�), there is a nonranked data table
D′ such that ||C ⇒ D||D = ||C ⇒ D||D′ is true for arbitrary C,D ∈ LR. Thus, we
immediately get that D′ is a model of �, i.e. D′ ∈ ModN(�). In addition to that, ||A ⇒
B||D = ||A ⇒ B||D′ ≥ ∧

D∈ModN(�) ||A ⇒ B||D . Since D ∈ Mod(�) has been chosen
arbitrarily, ||A ⇒ B||� = ∧

D∈Mod(�) ||A ⇒ B||D ≥ ∧
D∈ModN(�) ||A ⇒ B||D , proving

the claim.

We now turn our attention to theories. We prove that, in terms of the semantic
entailment, crisp theories have the same expressive power as general theories. We first
prove a technical observation that will be used throughout the paper. From now on, we use
the following abbreviation: instead of “

∧
r1,r2∈Tupl(R)”, we are going to write just “

∧
r1,r2”

whenever possible.
Lemma 4.8: For A,B ∈ LR, a ranked data table D on R, and c ∈ L,

c → ||A ⇒ B||D = ||A ⇒ c⊗B||D. (32)

In particular, c ≤ ||A ⇒ B||D iff ||A ⇒ c⊗B||D = 1.

Proof: Using Theorem 3.11, we may safely assume that D is nonranked. Using properties
of residuated lattices and Proposition 3.3(ix),

c → ||A ⇒ B||D = c → ∧
r1,r2

(
(r1(A) ≈D r2(A))∗ → r1(B) ≈D r2(B)

)
= ∧

r1,r2
(
c → (

(r1(A) ≈D r2(A))∗ → r1(B) ≈D r2(B)
))

= ∧
r1,r2

(
(r1(A) ≈D r2(A))∗ → (c → r1(B) ≈D r2(B))

)
= ∧

r1,r2
(
(r1(A) ≈D r2(A))∗ → r1(c⊗B) ≈D r2(c⊗B)

)
= ||A ⇒ c⊗B||D.

Therefore, c ≤ ||A ⇒ B||D iff c → ||A ⇒ B||D = 1 iff ||A ⇒ c⊗B||D = 1.

Lemma 4.8 has important consequences. It enables us to reduce the concept of a model
of an L-set of SBFDs to the concept of a model of a crisp L-set of SBFDs, and to reduce
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the concept of semantic entailment from an L-set of SBFDs to the concept of semantic
entailment by a crisp L-set of SBFDs:
Definition 4.9: Let� be a theory on R. Define a crisp theory crisp(�) by

crisp(�) = {A ⇒ �(A ⇒ B)⊗B |A,B ∈ LR and�(A ⇒ B)⊗B � A}. (33)

Recall that�(A ⇒ B) is a truth degree in L, i.e.�(A ⇒ B)⊗B which appears in (33), is
an a-multiple of B for a = �(A ⇒ B). Thus, A ⇒ �(A ⇒ B)⊗B is a well-defined SBFD.
For any�, crisp(�) is a crisp L-set and can thus be seen as an ordinary set of SBFDs. The
entailment by� and crisp(�) is characterized by the following
Theorem 4.10: For any theory �,

Mod(�) = Mod(crisp(�)), (34)
||A ⇒ B||� = ||A ⇒ B||crisp(�). (35)

Proof: First, note that due to Proposition 4.6(ii), if�(A ⇒ B)⊗B ⊆ A, thenA ⇒ �(A ⇒
B)⊗B is true to degree 1 in any ranked data table. Therefore, it is not necessary to put
A ⇒ �(A ⇒ B)⊗Bwith�(A ⇒ B)⊗B ⊆ A in crisp(�), see (33). Now, Lemma 4.8 yields
that�(A ⇒ B) ≤ ||A ⇒ B||D (for any A,B ∈ LR) is true iff ||A ⇒ �(A ⇒ B)⊗B||D = 1
(for any A,B ∈ LR). Thus, D ∈ Mod(�) iff D ∈ Mod(crisp(�)), showing (34). Finally,
(35) is a direct consequence of (34).

Furthermore, Lemma 4.8 enables us to reduce the concept of a degree of entailment of
an SBFD by an L-set of SBFDs to the concept of an entailment to degree 1 (full entailment)
of an SBFD by an L-set of SBFDs.
Theorem 4.11: For A,B ∈ LR and a theory � on R,

||A ⇒ B||� = ∨{c ∈ L | ||A ⇒ c⊗B||� = 1}. (36)

Proof: Using Lemma 4.8 and
∧

i∈I ai = ∨{c ∈ L | for all i ∈ I : c ≤ ai},

||A ⇒ B||� = ∧
D∈Mod(�) ||A ⇒ B||D

= ∨{c ∈ L | for any D ∈ Mod(�) : c ≤ ||A ⇒ B||D}
= ∨{c ∈ L | for any D ∈ Mod(�) : ||A ⇒ c⊗B||D = 1}
= ∨{c ∈ L | ||A ⇒ c⊗B||� = 1},

proving the equality.

Combining Theorems 4.10 and 4.11:
Corollary 4.12: For A,B ∈ LR and a theory � on R,

||A ⇒ B||� = ∨{c ∈ L | ||A ⇒ c⊗B||crisp(�) = 1}, (37)

with crisp(�) defined by (33). �
Corollary 4.12 shows that the concept of a degree of entailment by an L-set of SBFDs

can be reduced to full entailment (i.e. to degree 1) by an ordinary set of SBFDs. Note that
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Figure 1. Canonical data table induced byM = {0.7/u,w , 0.2/x , 0.9/y ,z}.

this is a particular feature of our dependencies which is not shared by other fuzzy logic
calculi in general.

4.2. Canonical andminimalmodels

In the previous section, we have shown that we may restrict ourselves to crisp theories and
entailment to degree 1 and still be able to express entailment by general theories to arbitrary
degrees. In this section, we further investigate properties of models. We introduce the so-
called canonical models and show that in order to determine the degree of ||A ⇒ B||� to
which A ⇒ B semantically follows from �, it suffices to consider just a single canonical
model. Canonical models will be defined as particular nonranked data tables containing at
most two tuples:
Definition 4.13: For any L-setM ∈ LR of attributes, define a nonranked data table DM
over {〈Dy ,≈y〉 | y ∈ R}, called a canonical data table (induced by M), where

• Domains Dy are given, for each y ∈ R, by

Dy =
{ {p}, ifM(y) = 1,

{p,q}, ifM(y) < 1.

• Similarities ≈y on domains Dy are given, for each y ∈ R, by
◦ ifM(y) = 1 then p ≈y p = 1;
◦ ifM(y) < 1 then p ≈y p = q ≈y q = 1 and p ≈y q = q ≈y p = M(y).

• D contains at most two tuples, r and r′ to degree 1 (i.e. D(r) = D(r′) = 1 and
D(r′′) = 0 for r′′ �∈ {r, r′}) such that

r(y) = p (y ∈ R), and r′(y) =
{
p, ifM(y) = 1,
q, ifM(y) < 1.

Moreover, let ModC(�) denote the set of all canonical models (of theory �), i.e.

ModC(�) = Mod(�) ∩ {DM |M ∈ LR}. (38)

Remark 4.14: Let us comment on the notion of a canonical data table. By definition, each
≈y in a canonical data table is reflexive and symmetric, i.e. ≈y is a similarity. In addition
to that, it is easily seen that each ≈y is ⊗-transitive and separating (see Belohlavek and
Vychodil 2017b). Hence, the construction from Definition 4.13 can be used even if one
requires stronger properties of similarities on domains. Also, since p and q and fixed, one
can see that there is a one-to-one correspondence between canonical data tables and L-sets
of attributesM ∈ LR.
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Example 4.15: Let R = {u,v ,w ,x ,y ,z} be a set of attributes and consider an L-set
M ∈ LR such that M = {0.7/u,w , 0.2/x , 0.9/y ,z}, where L = [0, 1], cf. Remark 2.1.
The canonical RDT DM consists of exactly two tuples r and r′, see Figure 1. Note that
r′(w ) = r′(z) = p because M(w ) = M(z) = 1. The domains of DM are the following:
Du = Dv = Dx = Dy = {p,q} andDw = Dz = {p}. Similarities on domains correspond
to degrees to which attributes belong to M. Namely, p ≈u q = 0.7, p ≈v q = 0,
p ≈x q = 0.2, and p ≈y q = 0.9. Trivially, p ≈w p = p ≈z p = 1.

The following observation will be used quite frequently in the rest of the paper. It shows
that in case of canonical models, the degree to which A ⇒ B is true in a canonical model
can be expressed by subsethood degrees (14) of A and B in an L-set which induces the
canonical model.
Lemma 4.16: For any A ⇒ B and M ∈ LR,

||A ⇒ B||DM = S(A,M)∗ → S(B,M). (39)

Proof: Since DM is nonranked and contains at most two tuples r and r′ with nonzero
ranks, we get

||A ⇒ B||D = (r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗ → r(B) ≈D r′(B)
= (∧

y∈R
(
A(y) → r(y) ≈y r′(y)

))∗ → ∧
y∈R

(
B(y) → r(y) ≈y r′(y)

)
= (∧

y∈R (A(y) → M(y))
)∗ → ∧

y∈R (B(y) → M(y))

= S(A,M)∗ → S(B,M),

showing the equality.

If we consider any ranked data table D, we can induce a canonical model by any two
tuples inD. In particular, ifD is a nonranked RDT, for any tuples r1, r2 ∈ D, we can define
an L-setMr1,r2 ∈ LR of attributes by

Mr1,r2(y) = r1(y) ≈y r2(y), (40)

for all y ∈ R. In addition to that, we are able to prove that ||A ⇒ B||D equals the infimum
of degrees to which A ⇒ B is satisfied by all canonical models induced by pairs of tuples
in D. This observation is summarized by the following
Lemma 4.17: For any ranked data table D on R, there is a system of L-sets S ⊆ LR such
that, for any A,B ∈ LR,

||A ⇒ B||D = ∧
M∈S ||A ⇒ B||DM . (41)

Proof: Take anyD onR. According to Theorem 3.11, we can assume thatD is a nonranked
data table. Moreover, let S = {Mr1,r2 | r1, r2 ∈ D} whereMr1,r2 is defined by (40). Now, for
any r1, r2 ∈ D,

r1(C) ≈D r2(C) = ∧
y∈R

(
C(y) → r1(y) ≈y r2(y)

)
= ∧

y∈R
(
C(y) → Mr1,r2(y)

) = S(C,Mr1,r2).
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Therefore, using Lemma 4.16,

||A ⇒ B||D = ∧
r1,r2∈D

(
(r1(A) ≈D r2(A))∗ → r1(B) ≈D r2(B)

)
= ∧

r1,r2∈D
(
S(A,Mr1,r2)

∗ → S(B,Mr1,r2)
)

= ∧
r1,r2∈D ||A ⇒ B||DMr1,r2

= ∧
M∈S ||A ⇒ B||DM ,

proving (41).

As a further consequence of the previous observation, we get that in terms of semantic
entailment, we may restrict to canonical models only:
Theorem 4.18: For any theory � on R and L-sets A,B ∈ LR of attributes,

||A ⇒ B||� = ∧
D∈ModC(�) ||A ⇒ B||D. (42)

Proof: The “≤”-inequality is clear since ModC(�) ⊆ Mod(�). The “≥”-inequality is a
consequence of Lemma 4.17. Indeed, for each D ∈ Mod(�), there is S ⊆ LR such that

||A ⇒ B||D = ∧
M∈S ||A ⇒ B||DM ≥ �(A ⇒ B)

for any A,B ∈ LR. Therefore, each DM (M ∈ S) is a canonical model of �, i.e. DM ∈
ModC(�). Hence,

||A ⇒ B||D = ∧
M∈S ||A ⇒ B||DM ≥ ∧

D∈ModC(�) ||A ⇒ B||D
is true for any A,B ∈ LR. Since D ∈ Mod(�) was taken arbitrarily, we immediately get
||A ⇒ B||� = ∧

D∈Mod(�) ||A ⇒ B||D ≥ ∧
D∈ModC(�) ||A ⇒ B||D .

We are going to explore the structural properties of canonical models to gain more
insight into the semantic entailment. Namely, we prove that all canonical models of a
theory are induced by L-sets forming an L∗-closure system (see preliminaries in Section
2.1). Using this observation, we will be able to view canonical models as fixed points of
closure operators which shall be beneficial later, e.g. from the computational point of view.
Theorem 4.19: Let � be a theory on R. Then,

M� = {M ∈ LR |DM ∈ ModC(�)} (43)

is an L∗-closure system in R.

Proof: According to Theorem 4.10, we may assume that � is a crisp theory, i.e. �(A ⇒
B) ∈ {0, 1} for all A,B ∈ LR. We check that M� is closed under arbitrary intersections
and a∗-shifts. Take any S ⊆ M� . We show that

⋂S ∈ M� . Taking into account (43), it
suffices to check that D⋂S ∈ ModC(�), where D⋂S is the canonical model induced by⋂S . For any A ⇒ B ∈ � andM ∈ S , ||A ⇒ B||DM = 1. Using Lemma 4.16, the latter is
equivalent to S(A,M)∗ ≤ S(B,M). Denoting S = {Mi | i ∈ I}, (8) yields

S(A,
⋂S)∗ = S(A,

⋂
i∈IMi)

∗ = (∧
i∈I S(A,Mi)

)∗ ≤ ∧
i∈I S(A,Mi)

∗

≤ ∧
i∈I S(B,Mi) = S(B,

⋂
i∈IMi) = S(B,

⋂S),
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showing ||A ⇒ B||D⋂ S = 1, see Lemma 4.16. Hence, D⋂ S ∈ ModC(�), i.e. M� is
closed under arbitrary intersections. It remains to prove that M� is closed under a∗-
shifts. Consider M ∈ M� and any truth degree a ∈ L. We finish the proof by showing
that Da∗→M ∈ ModC(�) from which it follows that a∗→M belongs to M� . Since DM
is a model of �, for each A ⇒ B ∈ �, we have S(A,M)∗ ≤ S(B,M). Using (4), (5), and
monotony of → in the second argument,

S(A, a∗→M)∗ = (a∗ → S(A,M))∗ ≤ a∗∗ → S(A,M)∗ = a∗ → S(A,M)∗

≤ a∗ → S(B,M) = S(B, a∗→M).

The latter inequality yields S(A, a∗→M)∗ → S(B, a∗→M) = 1, i.e. Lemma 4.16 yields
that A ⇒ B is true in Da∗→M to degree 1, which concludes the proof.

Recall that every L∗-closure system, including M� , has its corresponding L∗-closure
operator, see Proposition 2.2. Fixed points of the L∗-closure operator corresponding to
M� can be used to induce canonical models. The following theorem shows that each
degree ||A ⇒ B||� of semantic entailment can be seen as a degree to which A ⇒ B is true
in a single canonical model induced by a closure in the L∗-closure system (43).
Theorem 4.20: For any theory � and A,B ∈ LR,

||A ⇒ B||� = ||A ⇒ B||D[A]� = S(B, [A]�),

where

[A]� = ⋂{N ∈ M� |A ⊆ N} (44)

is the closure of A in M� and M� is defined by (43).

Proof: Since D[A]� ∈ Mod(�), we have ||A ⇒ B||� ≤ ||A ⇒ B||D[A]� . Furthermore,
A ⊆ [A]� because the operator [· · ·]� corresponding to M� is extensive. Thus, Lemma
4.16 and (2) yield

||A ⇒ B||D[A]� = S(A, [A]�)∗ → S(B, [A]�) = 1 → S(B, [A]�) = S(B, [A]�).

Now it remains to show that S(B, [A]�) ≤ ||A ⇒ B||� . We take any D ∈ Mod(�)
and prove S(B, [A]�) ≤ ||A ⇒ B||D . From Lemma 4.17 it follows that there is S ⊆ LR

such that ||A ⇒ B||D = ∧
M∈S ||A ⇒ B||DM , i.e. it suffices to check that S(B, [A]�) ≤

||A ⇒ B||DM for all M ∈ S . Thus, take any M ∈ S . Since [· · ·]� is monotone with
respect to ∗, see (16), we have S(A,M)∗ ≤ S([A]� , [M]�). Moreover, DM ∈ ModC(�)
because �(E ⇒ F) ≤ ||E ⇒ F||D ≤ ||E ⇒ F||DM for all E, F ∈ LR. As a consequence,
M ∈ M� , i.e. [M]� = M. Applying S(A,M)∗ ≤ S([A]� , [M]�) together with the fact
that [M]� = M,

S(B, [A]�)⊗ S(A,M)∗ ≤ S(B, [A]�)⊗ S([A]� , [M]�) ≤ S(B, [M]�) = S(B,M).

Using adjointness, S(B, [A]�) ≤ S(A,M)∗ → S(B,M) = ||A ⇒ B||DM .
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The previous theorems justify the following notion of a minimal model which shall be
utilized later.
Definition 4.21: Let� be a theory, A ∈ LR be an L-set of attributes. Then, the canonical
modelD[A]� , where [A]� is defined as in Theorem 4.20, will be called aminimal canonical
model (of � induced by A).
Remark 4.22: Let us note that the existence of minimal models determining semantic
entailment is important and can be observed in other pure and applied logical calculi as
well. For instance, in logic programming dealing with definite clauses, a similar role is
played by the least Herbrand models (Lloyd 1984).

The following theorem shows that in case of finite L, we may introduce (nonranked)
RDTs which play analogous role as the Armstrong relations induced by sets of functional
dependencies (see Maier 1983).
Theorem 4.23: Let L be finite. Then, for each theory �, there is a nonranked D such that
||A ⇒ B||� = ||A ⇒ B||D for all A,B ∈ LR.

Proof: Since L is finite, then M� given by (43) is finite, i.e. we may write M� =
{M1, . . . ,Mn}. We show that all the canonical models of � can be combined into a single
D. For each y ∈ R, we consider a domain

Dy = {pi | i = 1, . . . , n} ∪ {qi | i = 1, . . . , n}.

For each i = 1, . . . , n, we define tuples ri and r′i as follows:

ri(y) = pi (y ∈ R), and r′i(y) =
{
pi, ifM(y) = 1,
qi, ifM(y) < 1.

Similarities ≈y on domains Dy are given, for each y ∈ R and i = 1, . . . , n, by

pi ≈y qj = qj ≈y pi =
{
Mi(y), if i = j,
0, otherwise,

pi ≈y pi = qi ≈y qi = 1, and pi ≈y pj = qi ≈y qj = 0 whenever i �= j. Now, consider
D which is nonranked and contains all tuples ri, r′i for i = 1, . . . , n. According to Theorem
4.18 and utilizing the fact that r(A) ≈D r′(A) > 0 for distinct tuples r, r′ ∈ D only if
{r1, r2} = {ri, r′i} for some i ∈ I , we may conclude

||A ⇒ B||� = ∧n
i=1 ||A ⇒ B||DMi

= ∧n
i=1

(
(r(A) ≈DMi

r′(A))∗ → r(B) ≈DMi
r′(B)

)
= ∧n

i=1
(
(ri(A) ≈D r′i(A))∗ → ri(B) ≈D r′i(B)

) = ||A ⇒ B||D ,

which proves the claim.

4.3. Semantic entailment and hedges

So far, we have not discussed the role of the hedge ∗ very much. Clearly, as a parameter
of (23), the hedge has an influence on the value of ||A ⇒ B||D and thus on the semantic
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entailment. Roughly speaking, the hedge determines the emphasis we wish to put on the
antecedent of A ⇒ B when it is evaluated in D. A question arises what happens if we
consider two different hedges, say � and ∗, on the same complete residuated lattice L.
This way, we obtain for any A ⇒ B two degrees of truth in D, one using � and the other
using ∗. In order to make the hedges explicit, we denote such degrees by ||A ⇒ B||�D and
||A ⇒ B||∗D , respectively. Inmuch the same way, wemay consider two degrees of semantic
entailment: ||A ⇒ B||�� and ||A ⇒ B||∗� . In this section, we look closer at the role of hedges
and investigate the relationship between ||A ⇒ B||�� and ||A ⇒ B||∗� .

In order to compare degrees on entailment based on different hedges, we introduce a
partial order on all hedges of L according to their strength. Denote by fix( ∗ ) the set of all
fixed points of ∗, i.e.

fix( ∗ ) = {a ∈ L | a = a∗} = {a∗ | a ∈ L}. (45)

If � : L → L and ∗ : L → L are hedges on L such that fix( � ) ⊆ fix( ∗ ), we say that hedge
� is stronger than ∗. Since hedges are interior operators, it is easily seen that � is stronger
than ∗ iff a� ≤ a∗ for each a ∈ L. Since {0, 1} ∈ fix( ∗ ) applies for any hedge, one can see
that globalization is the strongest hedge on L. Analogously, identity is the weakest hedge
on L. We now have the following observation.
Lemma 4.24: Let L be a complete residuated lattice with hedges ∗ and � such that � is
stronger than ∗. Then, for any A,B,M ∈ LR,

||A ⇒ B||∗DM
= 1 iff for any c ∈ fix( ∗ ) : ||c⊗A ⇒ c⊗B||�DM

= 1. (46)

Proof: For technical reasons, we fist prove that a∗� = a� is true for any truth degree
a ∈ L. Since a∗ ≤ a, the monotony of � yields a∗� ≤ a�, showing the first inequality. On
the other hand, a� ≤ a and the monotony of ∗ give a�∗ ≤ a∗. Since fix( � ) ⊆ fix( ∗ ),
a� ∈ fix( � ) ⊆ fix( ∗ ), i.e. a� is a fixed point of ∗, meaning a�∗ = a�. Hence, we get
a� ≤ a∗. Applying the idempotency and monotony of � once again, a� = a�� ≤ a∗�. We
are now ready to prove (46).

“⇒”: Assume that ||A ⇒ B||∗DM
= 1. According to Lemma 4.16, we have S(A,M)∗ →

S(B,M) = 1, i.e. S(A,M)∗ ≤ S(B,M). Take any c ∈ fix( ∗ ). Using the previous claim with
the latter inequality,

S(c⊗A,M)� = S(c⊗A,M)∗� = (c → S(A,M))∗� ≤ (c∗ → S(A,M)∗)�

= (c → S(A,M)∗)� ≤ (c → S(B,M))� = S(c⊗B,M)� ≤ S(c⊗B,M),

meaning ||c⊗A ⇒ c⊗B||�DM
= 1 according to Lemma 4.16.

“⇐”: Since S(A,M)∗ ∈ fix( ∗ ), letting c = S(A,M)∗ in (46), we get

||S(A,M)∗⊗A ⇒ S(A,M)∗⊗B||�DM
= 1.

Using Lemma 4.16, the latter equality is true iff

S(S(A,M)∗⊗A,M)� ≤ S(S(A,M)∗⊗B,M).
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Now, observe that S(S(A,M)∗⊗A,M)� = (S(A,M)∗ → S(A,M))� = 1� = 1, i.e. the
previous inequality gives

1 ≤ S(S(A,M)∗⊗B,M) = S(A,M)∗ → S(B,M) = ||A ⇒ B||∗DM
,

which is a consequence of Lemma 4.16.

The previous assertion motivates us to express degrees of entailment ||A ⇒ B||∗� of
A ⇒ B from � using ∗ in terms of the entailment of A ⇒ B from a different theory using
a stronger hedge. The new substitute for� will be defined as follows:
Definition 4.25: For any theory� on R and hedge ∗, define a theory�∗ by

�∗ = {c⊗A ⇒ c⊗B |A ⇒ B ∈ crisp(�), c ∈ fix( ∗ ), and c⊗B � c⊗A}, (47)

Obviously,�∗ defined by (47) is crisp.
Example 4.26: Let L be a residuated lattice with L = {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1} with ∧ and
∨ being minimum and maximum, and ⊗ and → being the ukasiewicz operations, i.e.
a ⊗ b = max (a + b − 1, 0) and a → b = min (1 − a + b, 1). Moreover, consider
hedge ∗ such that 0∗ = 0, 0.25∗ = 0.25, 0.5∗ = 0.5, 0.75∗ = 0.5, and 1∗ = 1, i.e.
fix( ∗ ) = {0, 0.25, 0.5, 1}. Consider a theory� on R = {u,v ,w ,x ,y ,z} such that

�
({0.75/u, 0.5/v ,w}⇒{0.25/x , 0.5/z}) = 1.0, �

({0.5/u,x}⇒{y}) = 0.75,
�

({w , 0.75/x , 0.25/y}⇒{x}) = 0.75, �
({0.5/v ,w}⇒{0.25/x , 0.5/z}) = 0.5,

and�(A ⇒ B) = 0, otherwise. Using (33), crisp(�) is the following:

crisp(�) = {{0.75/u,0.5/v ,w}⇒{0.25/x ,0.5/z}, {0.5/u,x}⇒{0.75/y}}.

Note that by definition (33), we get {w , 0.75/x , 0.25/y} ⇒ {0.75/x} �∈ crisp(�) because
{0.75/x} ⊆ {w , 0.75/x , 0.25/y}. Analogously, for {0.5/v ,w}⇒{}. Using crisp(�) and fix( ∗ ),
we can compute�∗ as follows:

�∗ = {{0.5/x}⇒{0.25/y}, {0.75/u,0.5/v ,w}⇒{0.25/x ,0.5/z}, {0.5/u,x}⇒{0.75/y}}.

For instance, {0.5/x}⇒{0.25/y} results from {0.5/u,x}⇒{0.75/y} using an 0.5-multiple of
the antecedent and the consequent in {0.5/x}⇒{0.25/y}.

Finally, the following theoremcharacterizes semantic entailments definedby twohedges
∗ and � such that � is stronger than ∗.
Theorem 4.27: Let L be a complete residuated lattice with hedges ∗ and � such that � is
stronger than ∗. Then, for any theory � on R and L-sets A,B ∈ LR of attributes, ||A ⇒
B||∗� = ||A ⇒ B||��∗ .

Proof: The claim is a consequence of Theorem 4.20 and Lemma 4.24.

Since globalization is the strongest hedge, i.e. if � is Globalization, then fix(� ) ⊆ fix(∗ )
for arbitrary hedge ∗, then for any theory � on R and any A,B ∈ LR, we have ||A ⇒
B||∗� = ||A ⇒ B||��∗ as a consequence of Theorem 4.27.
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4.4. Computational issues

We have shown that a single model is sufficient to determine the degree to which A ⇒ B
semantically follows from �. This is beneficial from a computational perspective because
instead of using infinitely many models of �, we can focus on finding just the desirable
minimal canonical model. In this section, we show how the minimal model can be
computed.

We provide a constructive description of the operator [· · ·]� defined in Section 4.2.
For any theory � on R and any L-set M ∈ LR of attributes, define an L-set M� ∈ LR of
attributes by

M� = M ∪ ⋃{S(A,M)∗⊗B |A ⇒ B ∈ crisp(�)}. (48)

Moreover, using (48), for each nonnegative integer n, we define an L-set Mn
� ∈ LR of

attributes by

Mn
� =

{
M, for n = 0,
(Mn−1

� )� , for n ≥ 1.
(49)

Finally, we define an operator cl� : LR→ LR by

cl�(M) = ⋃∞
n=0M

n
�. (50)

Lemma 4.28: Let L be finite. Then, for any theory � on R and any L-set M ∈ LR of
attributes, cl�(M) = [M]� .
Proof: We prove the claim by showing that, for any M ∈ LR, cl�(M) is the least L-set in
M� defined by (43) which is greater than or equal toM. First, notice that cl� defined by
(50) is obviously extensive and monotone. Hence,M ⊆ cl�(M) follows directly from the
definition of cl� . We now prove that Dcl�(M) is a canonical model of �. Due to Theorem
4.10, it suffices to show that it is a canonical model of crisp(�). Since both L (set of truth
degrees) and R (set of attributes) are finite, there is k such that cl�(M) = Mk

� , whereM
k
� is

defined by (49). Indeed, since LR is finite, a chainM0
� ⊆ M1

� ⊆ · · · ⊆ Mk
� ⊆ · · · formed

of L-sets of attributes defined by (49) contains finitely many proper inclusions. Therefore,
a k satisfying cl�(M) = Mk

� always exists and Mk
� = Mk+1

� = Mk+2
� = · · · . Now, take

any A ⇒ B ∈ crisp(�). Since cl�(M) = Mk
� = Mk+1

� , using (48), we get that

S(A, cl�(M) )∗⊗B = S(A,Mk
�)

∗⊗B ⊆ (
Mk
�

)
�

= Mk+1
� = Mk

� = cl�(M) .

Thus, by adjointness, S(A, cl�(M) )∗⊗B ⊆ cl�(M) yields S(A, cl�(M) )∗ ≤ B(y) →
( cl�(M) )(y) (for any y ∈ R). Hence, it follows that S(A, cl�(M) )∗ ≤ S(B, cl�(M) ),
i.e. we have that ||A ⇒ B||Dcl�(M)

= 1, showing Dcl�(M) ∈ Mod(crisp(�)). Therefore,
cl�(M) ∈ Mcrisp(�) = M� .

Finally, we show that if N ∈ M� and M ⊆ N , then cl�(M) ⊆ N , i.e. we show that
cl�(M) is the least L-set of attributes containing M which induces a canonical model of
�. Since cl� is monotone, M ⊆ N yields cl�(M) ⊆ cl�(N), i.e. it suffices to show that
cl�(N) = N . To prove this, take any A ⇒ B ∈ crisp(�). Since DN is a model of crisp(�),
we have ||A ⇒ B||DN = 1, i.e. S(A,N)∗ ≤ S(B,N). Hence, by adjointness, S(A,N)∗⊗B ⊆
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Algorithm 1: GRADEDCLOSURE(�,M)
1 set S to {A ⇒ B ∈ crisp(�) |B � M};
2 repeat
3 set N toM ;
4 foreach A ⇒ B ∈ S do
5 setM toM ∪ (S(A,M)∗⊗B);
6 end
7 set S to {A ⇒ B ∈ S |B � M}
8 untilM = N or S = ∅;
9 returnM ;

N . Thus, (48) yields that N� ⊆ N . The converse inclusion is obvious. That is, (49) and
(50) give that N = N0

� = N1
� = N2

� = · · · and consequently N = ⋃∞
n=0 N

n
� = cl�(N),

finishing the proof.

Example 4.29: Lemma 4.28 does not hold in general for infinite L. Let L be the standard
ukasiewicz algebra, i.e. L = [0, 1] and⊗ and→ are defined as in Example 4.26. Moreover,
let ∗ be the globalization (11). Consider an infinite sequence a0, a1, a2, . . . defined by
an = 1 − 1

2n . Furthermore, take

� = {{an/y}⇒{an+1/y} | n is nonnegative integer
} ∪ {{y}⇒{z}}.

It is easily seen that [∅]� = {y,z}. On the other hand, ∅k� = {ak/y} for all k = 0, 1, 2, . . .
and thus cl�(∅) = {y} �= [∅]� . Hence, cl�(∅) is not a model of�.

Lemma 4.28 shows a constructive way to compute closures [M]� which are used to
determine degrees to which SBFDs M ⇒ N are entailed by theory �. Fixed points of
the operator [· · ·]� can be computed by procedure GRADEDCLOSURE which takes a theory�
and an L-setM of attributes as its input and produces [M]� as its output. This procedure
can be seen as generalization of algorithm CLOSURE which is well known from relational
database systems (seeMaier 1983). Note that the time complexity of GRADEDCLOSURE is p2n,
where p = |crisp(�)| and n = |R|. Note that GRADEDCLOSURE should be seen as a basic
algorithm; more efficient algorithms that work with linear asymptotic time complexity
can be obtained as modifications of GRADEDCLOSURE following similar ideas as in Beeri
and Bernstein (1979) and Wild (1995). Algorithm GRADEDCLOSURE will be illustrated in
Section 7.

4.5. Summary

Let us summarize the most important observations on semantic entailment that have been
made in previous sections by the following theorem.

Theorem 4.30 (On Degrees of Semantic Entailment): Let L be a complete residuated
lattice with hedge ∗ and let � denote globalization on L. Then, for any theory � on R and
L-sets A,B ∈ LR of attributes,

||A ⇒ B||� = ||A ⇒ B||crisp(�) = ∨{c ∈ L | ||A ⇒ c⊗B||crisp(�) = 1}
= ||A ⇒ B||��∗ = ∨{c ∈ L | ||A ⇒ c⊗B||��∗ = 1}
= ||A ⇒ B||D[A]� = ||A ⇒ B||�D[A]�∗ = S(B, [A]�)
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= ∨{c ∈ L | ||A ⇒ c⊗B||� = 1} = ∨{c ∈ L | c⊗B ⊆ [A]�}.

Proof: Consequence of Theorems 4.10, 4.11, 4.20, and 4.27.

5. Complete axiomatizations

The previous section dealt with semantic entailment of SBFDs, i.e. with the entailment
defined in terms of models. In this section, we provide a complete axiomatization of the
semantic entailment. The axiomatization is inspired by the well-knownArmstrong axioms
(Armstrong et al. 1974).

Note that in our model, we may think of two kinds of notions of provability. First, an
ordinary-style provability,meaning that given a theory�, an SBFDA ⇒ Bmay ormay not
be provable from�. In other words, the ordinary-style provability is a bivalent notion (an
SBFD either is provable from a theory or not). Alternatively, and perhaps more naturally,
we may introduce a graded-notion of provability to capture the possibly intermediate
degrees of entailment following the seminal contributions of Goguen (1969) and Pavelka
(1979), see alsoGerla (2001). For bothof theseprovability notions,we introduce adeductive
(axiomatic) system for reasoning with SBFDs in our setting and prove its completeness in
two versions (ordinary and graded-style). We first prove that an SBFD A ⇒ B is provable
from a crisp theory � iff A ⇒ B semantically follows from � to degree 1 (ordinary-style
completeness). Then, we introduce a concept of a degree |A ⇒ B|� of provability of an
SBFD A ⇒ B from a theory � and show that |A ⇒ B|� = ||A ⇒ B||� (graded-style
completeness).

5.1. Deduction rules

We first introduce deduction rules, i.e. rules describing which SBFDs can be inferred from
other SBFDs.
Definition 5.1: Our deductive system consists of the following deduction rules:

(Ax) infer A ∪ B ⇒ A,
(Cut) from A ⇒ B and B ∪ C ⇒ D infer A ∪ C ⇒ D,
(Mul) from A ⇒ B infer c∗⊗A ⇒ c∗⊗B.

for each A,B,C,D ∈ LR, and c ∈ L.
Remark 5.2: Rules (Ax)–(Mul) are to be understood as usual deduction rules: having
SBFDs which are of the form of SBFDs in the input part (the part preceding “infer”), a rule
allows us to infer the corresponding SBFD in the output part (the part following “infer”) of
a rule. (Ax) is a nullary rule (axiom) which says that each A∪B ⇒ A (for anyA,B ∈ LR) is
inferred in one step. Note that rules (Ax) and (Cut) used by Holzer (2004) are equivalent
to Armstrong axioms 1974 in which we replace sets of attributes by L-sets of attributes.
Hence, the difference fromArmstrong axioms is thatA,B,C,D are L-sets in (Ax) and (Cut)
while in Holzer (2004), A,B,C,D are ordinary sets. (Mul) is a new rule which appears in
our setting. Let us note that there are other choices of equivalent systems of deduction
rules (cf. Belohlavek et al. 2016).

Using (Ax)–(Mul), we define the ordinary-style provability as follows:
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Definition 5.3: Let � be a crisp theory on R. A sequence ϕ1, . . . ,ϕn of SBFDs on R is
called a proof (of A ⇒ B from �) if ϕn is A ⇒ B and for each ϕi we either have ϕi ∈ �

or ϕi is inferred from some of the preceding SBFDs (i.e. ϕ1, . . . ,ϕi−1) using one of the
deduction rules (Ax)–(Mul). An SBFD A ⇒ B on R is called provable (from �), denoted
� � A ⇒ B, if there is a proof of A ⇒ B from�.

Like in case of the Armstrong axioms, new deduction rules can be derived from the base
deduction rules (Ax)–(Mul). Therefore, we introduce the following notion
Definition 5.4: A deduction rule “from ϕ1, . . . ,ϕn infer ϕ” (ϕi,ϕ are SBFDs) is said to
be derivable from (Ax)–(Mul) if {ϕ1, . . . ,ϕn} � ϕ.
Lemma 5.5: The following rules are derivable from (Ax) and (Cut):

(Ref) infer A ⇒ A,
(Wea) from A ⇒ B infer A ∪ C ⇒ B,
(Add) from A ⇒ B and A ⇒ C infer A ⇒ B ∪ C,
(Acc) from A ⇒ B ∪ C and C ⇒ D ∪ E infer A ⇒ B ∪ C ∪ D,
(Pro) from A ⇒ B ∪ C infer A ⇒ B,
(Tra) from A ⇒ B and B ⇒ C infer A ⇒ C,

for any A,B,C,D,E ∈ LR.

Proof: Apply similar arguments as in Maier (1983, Chapter 4).

5.2. Ordinary-style completeness

In this section, we prove that our deductive system is ordinary-style complete. In other
words, we prove that an SBFD is provable from a (crisp) theory � iff it follows from � to
degree 1. We begin with soundness which says that any SBFD which is provable from �

follows from� to degree 1. Soundness of deduction rules can be formulated as follows:
Definition 5.6: A deduction rule “from ϕ1, . . . ,ϕn infer ϕ” is sound if

Mod({ϕ1, . . . ,ϕn}) ⊆ Mod({ϕ}),

i.e. if each model of all ϕ1, . . . ,ϕn is also a model of ϕ.
Lemma 5.7: Each of the rules (Ax)–(Mul) is sound.

Proof: (Ax): Since (Ax) is a nullary rule (i.e. an axiom), we have to check that Mod(∅) ⊆
Mod({A ∪ B ⇒ A}). Taking into account Proposition 4.4(ii), we check that any data table
D on R belongs to Mod({A ∪ B ⇒ A}). But this is a direct consequence of Proposition
4.6(ii).

(Cut): Let D ∈ Mod({A ⇒ B,B ∪ C ⇒ D}). We prove D ∈ Mod({A ∪ C ⇒ D}).
Due to Lemma 4.17, we can restrict ourselves to canonical models, only. Hence, for DM ∈
ModC({A ⇒ B,B ∪ C ⇒ D}), we show that DM ∈ Mod({A ∪ C ⇒ D}). Observe that
DM ∈ ModC({A ⇒ B,B∪C ⇒ D}) iff ||A ⇒ B||DM = 1 and ||B∪C ⇒ D||DM = 1. Due
to Lemma 4.16, the latter are true iff S(A,M)∗ ≤ S(B,M) and S(B ∪ C,M)∗ ≤ S(D,M).
Therefore, using (9), we obtain
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S(A ∪ C,M)∗ = (
S(A,M) ∧ S(C,M)

)∗ = (
S(A,M)∗ ∧ S(C,M)

)∗

≤ (
S(B,M) ∧ S(C,M)

)∗ = S(B ∪ C,M)∗ ≤ S(D,M),

proving ||A ∪ C ⇒ D||DM = 1, i.e. D ∈ Mod({A ∪ C ⇒ D}).
(Mul): Analogously as in case of (Cut), for DM ∈ ModC({A ⇒ B}), we show that

DM ∈ Mod({c∗⊗A ⇒ c∗⊗B}). Observe thatDM ∈ ModC({A ⇒ B}) iff ||A ⇒ B||DM = 1
iff, due to Lemma 4.16, S(A,M)∗ ≤ S(B,M) iff, for each y ∈ R, B(y)⊗ S(A,M)∗ ≤ M(y).
Analogously, DM ∈ Mod({c∗⊗A ⇒ c∗⊗B}) iff S(c∗⊗A,M)∗ ≤ S(c∗⊗B,M) iff, for each
y ∈ R, c∗ ⊗ B(y) ⊗ S(c∗⊗A,M)∗ ≤ M(y). The latter inequality is indeed true: using
a ⊗ (a → b) ≤ b, for each y ∈ R, we have

c∗ ⊗ B(y)⊗ S(c∗⊗A,M)∗ = B(y)⊗ c∗ ⊗ (
c∗ → S(A,M)

)∗

≤ B(y)⊗ c∗ ⊗ (
c∗∗ → S(A,M)∗

)
= B(y)⊗ c∗ ⊗ (

c∗ → S(A,M)∗
)

≤ B(y)⊗ S(A,M)∗ ≤ M(y),

i.e. (Ax)–(Mul) are sound.

We now have the following

Theorem 5.8 (Ordinary-Style Soundness): Let� be a crisp theory onR. For anyA,B ∈ LR,
if � � A ⇒ B, then ||A ⇒ B||� = 1.

Proof: Suppose that� � A ⇒ B. By definition, there is a proof ϕ1, . . . ,ϕk of A ⇒ B from
�. We prove, by induction, that each ϕi is true in any model D ∈ Mod(�) to degree 1,
i.e. that Mod(�) ⊆ Mod({ϕi}). Assume we have shown the fact for ϕ1, . . . ,ϕi where i ≥ 0
and consider ϕi+1. If ϕi+1 ∈ �, using Proposition 4.6(i), we get ||ϕi+1||D = 1 for any
D ∈ Mod(�). If ϕi+1 is inferred from preceding formulas ϕj1 , . . . ,ϕjk (j1, . . . , jk ≤ i) by
one of the rules (Ax)–(Mul), Lemma 5.7 and the induction hypothesis yield

Mod(�) ⊆ Mod({ϕj1}) ∩ · · · ∩ Mod({ϕjk})
= Mod({ϕj1 , . . . ,ϕjk}) ⊆ Mod({ϕi+1}),

i.e. ||ϕi+1||D = 1 for any D ∈ Mod(�).

We turn our attention to the converse problem; given that ||A ⇒ B||� = 1, we show
that A ⇒ B is provable from�. We prove this claim indirectly. First, we make a technical
observation:
Lemma 5.9: Let L be finite, � be a crisp theory on R, and let A,B ∈ LR. If � � A ⇒ B,
then there is D ∈ Mod(�) such that ||A ⇒ B||D < 1.

Proof: Let � � A ⇒ B. We find a model D ∈ Mod(�) such that ||A ⇒ B||D < 1. In this
case, we again take advantage of canonical models, i.e. we will induce D by a suitable L-set
of attributes. For this purpose, let A+ denote the largest L-set among all C ∈ LR such that
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� � A ⇒ C. Note that A+ always exists. Namely,

A� = {C ∈ LR |� � A ⇒ C} (51)

is nonempty since� � A ⇒ A by (Ref). In addition to that, A� is finite by finiteness of R
and L, and for � � A ⇒ C1, . . . ,� � A ⇒ Cn, we have � � A ⇒ ⋃n

i=1 Ci by a repeated
use of (Add). Therefore, we may consider a canonical data table DA+ induced by A+. In
the rest of the proof, we will show that DA+ is the desired model of�.

We now prove that DA+ is a canonical model of �. Take any C ⇒ D ∈ �. Using
Lemma 4.16, ||C ⇒ D||DA+ = 1 iff S(C,A+)∗ → S(D,A+) = 1. The latter is true iff
S(C,A+)∗ ≤ S(D,A+), i.e. iff S(C,A+)∗⊗D ⊆ A+. In order to prove S(C,A+)∗⊗D ⊆ A+,
it suffices to check that S(C,A+)∗⊗D ∈ A� because A+ is the largest element of A� .
Hence, we prove that� � A ⇒ S(C,A+)∗⊗D. Note that we have

(a) � � A ⇒ A+,
(b) � � A+ ⇒ S(C,A+)∗⊗C, and
(c) � � S(C,A+)∗⊗C ⇒ S(C,A+)∗⊗D.

Indeed, (a) is true because A+ ∈ A� . Moreover, (b) is true as S(C,A+)∗⊗C ⊆ A+, i.e.
A+ ⇒ S(C,A+)∗⊗C is an instance of (Ax). Finally, (c) is obtained by applying (Mul) to
C ⇒ D which is trivially provable from�. Now,� � A ⇒ S(C,A+)∗⊗D follows by (Tra)
applied twice to (a), (b), and (c).

It suffices to show that ||A ⇒ B||DA+ < 1. Since A ⊆ A+, Lemma 4.16 yields

||A ⇒ B||DA+ = S(A,A+)∗ → S(B,A+) = 1 → S(B,A+) = S(B,A+). (52)

We now claim that S(B,A+) < 1. Indeed, if S(B,A+) = 1, we would have B ⊆ A+ and
since � � A ⇒ A+, (Pro) would give � � A ⇒ B, a contradiction. Therefore, we have
||A ⇒ B||DA+ = S(B,A+) < 1, finishing the proof.

Using Lemma 5.9, the ordinary-style completeness readily follows:

Theorem 5.10 (Ordinary-Style Completeness): Let L be finite, � be any crisp theory on
R. Then, for any A,B ∈ LR,

� � A ⇒ B iff ||A ⇒ B||� = 1. (53)

Proof: The “⇒”-part is a consequence of soundness, see Theorem 5.8. Conversely, if� �
A ⇒ B, according to Lemma 5.9, there is a modelD ∈ Mod(�) such that ||A ⇒ B||D < 1,
i.e. ||A ⇒ B||� < 1.

The previous completeness result is confined to finite residuated lattices taken as struc-
tures of truth degrees. A more general approach including arbitrary complete residuated
lattices is shown in Section 5.4.

5.3. Graded-style completeness

As outlined in the introduction to Section 5, we now provide a notion of provability that
captures the notion of degree of entailment.
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Definition 5.11: For a theory� on R for any A,B ∈ LR define a degree |A ⇒ B|� ∈ L to
which A ⇒ B is provable from � by

|A ⇒ B|� = ∨{c ∈ L | crisp(�) � A ⇒ c⊗B}, (54)

where crisp(�) is defined by (33).
The following theorem shows that the concept of a degree of provability coincides with

that of a degree of semantic entailment.

Theorem 5.12 (Graded-Style Completeness): Let L be finite. Then, for any theory� on R
and A,B ∈ LR,

|A ⇒ B|� = ||A ⇒ B||�. (55)

Proof: Using Theorems 4.10, 4.11, and 5.10,

|A ⇒ B|� = ∨{c ∈ L | crisp(�) � A ⇒ c⊗B}
= ∨{c ∈ L | ||A ⇒ c⊗B||crisp(�) = 1}
= ∨{c ∈ L | ||A ⇒ c⊗B||� = 1} = ||A ⇒ B||� ,

which proves (55).

Remark 5.13: As we have seen, the graded-style completeness was a consequence of
the ordinary-style completeness and previous observations on properties of semantic
entailment discussed in Section 4.1. In a sense, our proof of graded completeness is an
indirect one because we express the graded provability by ordinary-style provability and
instead of L-sets of SBFDs we use corresponding ordinary sets of SBFDs. In these technical
details, our approach is conceptually close to although technically different from Hájek’s
proof of completeness of Rational Pavelka Logic (Hájek 1998).

5.4. Notes on infinite structures of truth degrees

In this section, we briefly discuss completeness issues when an infinite complete residuated
lattice is used as a structure of truth degrees. In this case, our deductive system containing
(Ax)–(Mul) is sound but it is not complete (it can be shown using a similar argument as in
Example 4.29). This problem can be overcome if we consider a new infinitary deduction
rule

from A ⇒ Bi (i ∈ I) infer A ⇒ ⋃
i∈I Bi,

where {A ⇒ Bi | i ∈ I} is an I-indexed set of SBFDs. Since the infinitary rule has infinitely
many SBFDs in the input part (the part preceding “infer”), in order to use it, wemust switch
from proofs considered as finite sequences (see Definition 5.3) of SBFDs to more general
proofs which are defined, e.g. as certain labeled infinitely branching rooted (directed)
trees with finite depth. This approach is quite common in logics, see (Wechler 1992) for
examples.Without going into technical details, using (Ax), (Cut), (Mul), and the infinitary
rule, we can introduce new notions of provability and provability degrees which extend
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the ones introduced so far and prove ordinary-style and graded-style completeness over
arbitrary complete residuated lattices taken as structures of truth degrees:
Theorem 5.14: Let L be a complete residuated lattice with hedge ∗, � be a theory on R.
Then, for any A,B ∈ LR,

(i) If � is a crisp theory, then� � A ⇒ B iff ||A ⇒ B||� = 1;
(ii) |A ⇒ B|� = ||A ⇒ B||� .

Proof (a sketch). Soundness follows from the fact that the infinitary rule is sound (easy
to see) and Theorem 5.8. If � � A ⇒ B, we can repeat the procedure from the proof of
Lemma 5.9 to obtain a model D ∈ Mod(�) such that ||A ⇒ B||D < 1. Inspecting the
proof of Lemma 5.9, we can see that A� defined by (51) has a greatest element because it
is nonempty and for � � A ⇒ Ci (i ∈ I), we get � � A ⇒ ⋃

i∈I Ci using the infinitary
rule. The rest is proven the same way as in case of Lemma 5.9. This proves (i); (ii) follows
from (i) using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5.12. �

5.5. Notes on the rule ofmultiplication and normalized proofs

In this section, we briefly comment on the role of hedges in provability. Clearly, the
outcome of (Mul) depends on ∗. In case of globalization, (Mul) can entirely be omitted.
This leaves us with (Ax) and (Cut), only. Clearly, if L is the two-element Boolean algebra,
our deductive system is equivalent to the system of Armstrong axioms. Based on our
observations on semantic entailment, we show that we can completely omit (Mul) even in
case of general hedges, if we substitute�∗ defined by (47) for the original theory�.
Theorem 5.15: Let L be a complete residuated lattice with hedge ∗, � be a theory on R.
Then, for any A,B ∈ LR,

(i) ||A ⇒ B||� = 1 iff A ⇒ B is provable from �∗ without using (Mul);
(ii) ||A ⇒ B||� = ∨{c ∈ L | A ⇒ c⊗B is provable from �∗ without using (Mul)}.

Proof: Recall that according to Theorem 4.27, ||A ⇒ B||∗� = 1 iff ||A ⇒ B||��∗ = 1,
where � is globalization and�∗ is defined by (47). Using the ordinary-style completeness,
||A ⇒ B||��∗ = 1 iff �∗ � A ⇒ B. Since � in (Mul) is globalization, (Mul) is derivable
from (Ax) and (Cut), meaning that A ⇒ B is provable from�∗ without using (Mul). The
rest follows using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5.12.

Our observations of the role of (Mul) enable us to consider normalized proofs in a
similay way as in case of the ordinary functional dependencies. By normalized proofs we
mean proofs of SBFDs from theories in which the applications of deduction rules are
constrained and arranged in a particular way (typically, a special order of application of
the rules is required). The classic example of normalized proofs in the ordinary setting are
the derivation RAP-sequences (Maier 1983). In our setting, we may introduce analogous
normalized proofs as follows:
Definition 5.16: Given a crisp theory � on R, a normalized proof of A ⇒ B from � is
any finite sequence such that

(a) it begins with formulas from�;
(b) it continues with applications of (Mul) used on formulas from (a);
(c) it continues by a single application of (Ref);
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(d) it continues by applications of (Acc);
(e) it terminates with A ⇒ B which results by a single application of (Pro).

Due to our observations on derivable rules in Lemma 5.5, it is immediate that if there
is a normalized proof of A ⇒ B from�, then� � A ⇒ B. The following assertion shows
the converse implication.
Theorem 5.17: Let � be a crisp theory on R and A,B ∈ LR. If � � A ⇒ B, then there is
a normalized proof of A ⇒ B from �.
Proof (a sketch). Suppose that � � A ⇒ B. By Theorem 5.15, there is a proof ϕ1, . . . ,ϕn
of A ⇒ B from�∗ which does not use (Mul). Furthermore, we can assume that ϕ1, . . . ,ϕi
from the proof are formulas from � which constitute the part (a) of the constructed
normalized proof and ϕi+1, . . . ,ϕj from the proof are formulas from �∗ \ � which
constitute the part (b). Furthermore, we can assume that the subsequence ϕj+1, . . . ,ϕn
contains only applications of (Ax) and (Cut). Therefore, using the argument ofMaier (1983,
Theorem 4.2) with ordinary sets replaced by L-sets, we may find a sequence ψ1, . . . ,ψm
such that ϕ1, . . . ,ϕj,ψ1, . . . ,ψm is a proof of ψm being A ⇒ B which utilizes only the
deduction rules (Ref), (Acc), and (Pro). Therefore, ψ1, . . . ,ψm can be split into parts
(c)–(e) which together with (a) and (b) form the normalized proof of A ⇒ B from�. �

There is a possibility to prove analogies of some classic results using the techniquewhich
was utilized in the proof of Theorem 5.17. That is, one first transforms a proof of A ⇒ B
from � to a proof of A ⇒ B from �∗ omitting (Mul), then uses an argument from the
classic setting with ordinary sets replaced by L-sets, and finally uses the argument to prove
the claim in the general case of SBFDs. It should be noted that it is not always possible to
prove generalized assertions on SBFDs this way but it can be convenient in cases like in
Theorem 5.17.

6. Nonredundant descriptions of SBFDs

In this section, we focus on discovering dependencies in ranked data tables over domains
with similarities. Given an RDT D, we explore ways in which we can describe all SBFDs
which are true in D and propose efficient algorithms for their computation. In particular,
we focus on the so-called nonredundant bases of SBFDs of ranked data tables, i.e. minimal
sets � of SBFDs which are fully true in a given ranked table D and such that any other
SBFD true inD follows semantically from� to degree 1. Nonredundant bases areminimal
sets of SBFDs which convey information about all fully true SBFDs in the table.

6.1. Bases of ranked data tables

In this section,we introduce bases andnonredundancyof rankeddata tables and investigate
their basic properties.
Definition 6.1: Let D be a ranked table on R. A theory� on R is called a base of D if, for
each A ⇒ B, ||A ⇒ B||� = ||A ⇒ B||D . If � is a base of D and no proper subset of � is
a base of D, then� is called a nonredundant base of D.

By the previous definition, � is a base of D iff the degree to which any A ⇒ B is true
in D equals to the degree to which A ⇒ B follows from �. Hence, � conveys (exactly)
the information about all similarity-based functional dependencies that are true in D (to
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arbitrary degrees of satisfaction). A question arises whether there is a simpler equivalent
definition of bases that is suitable for testing whether � is a base of D. The following
assertion shows a positive answer: bases can be described in terms of full entailment (i.e.
entailment to degree 1), only.
Proposition 6.2: Let D be a ranked data table on R, let � be a theory on R. Then, the
following are equivalent.

(i) � is a base of D;
(ii) for any A,B ∈ LR : ||A ⇒ B||� = 1 iff ||A ⇒ B||D = 1;
(iii) for any A,B ∈ LR : � � A ⇒ B iff ||A ⇒ B||D = 1.

Proof: Clearly, if� is a base of D, (ii) is true for any A,B ∈ LR. Conversely, let (ii) be true
for all A,B ∈ LR. Using Lemma 4.8 and Theorem 4.11,

||A ⇒ B||� = ∨{c ∈ L | ||A ⇒ c⊗B||� = 1} = ∨{c ∈ L | ||A ⇒ c⊗B||D = 1}
= ∨{c ∈ L | c ≤ ||A ⇒ B||D} = ||A ⇒ B||D ,

proving that� is a base of D, showing (i). The rest follows from Theorem 5.10.

InDefinition 6.1, we have definednonredundant bases as baseswhich cannot be reduced
in terms of the containment: a nonredundant base� of D does not contain any base of D
which is a proper subset of�. Sometimes, nonredundancy as a property is defined in terms
of entailment: a set of formulas (in a logical calculus) is called nonredundant if no formula
in the set follows from the other formulas. The next assertion shows that our notion of
nonredundancy can also be defined this way if we consider just sets of SBFDs.
Proposition 6.3: Let � be a crisp base of D. Then, the following are equivalent.

(i) � is a nonredundant base of D;
(ii) for all A ⇒ B ∈ � : ||A ⇒ B||�\{A⇒B} < 1;
(iii) for all A ⇒ B ∈ � : � \ {A ⇒ B} � A ⇒ B.

Proof: “(i)⇒ (ii)”: Let � be a nonredundant base of ranked data table D and consider
arbitrary A ⇒ B ∈ �. Since � \ {A ⇒ B} ⊂ �, � \ {A ⇒ B} is not a base of D.
Therefore, it follows from Definition 6.1 and Proposition 4.6(iii) that there is C ⇒ D such
that ||C ⇒ D||� > ||C ⇒ D||�\{A⇒B}. Hence, � \ {A ⇒ B} has a model D′ which is
not a model of �. Clearly, ||A ⇒ B||D′ < 1 because otherwise D′ would be a model of
�. Therefore, ||A ⇒ B||�\{A⇒B} ≤ ||A ⇒ B||D′ < 1, i.e. A ⇒ B does not follow from
� \ {A ⇒ B} to degree 1.

“(ii)⇒ (i)”: Let� be a base of D satisfying the condition ||A ⇒ B||�\{A⇒B} < 1 (for all
A ⇒ B ∈ �). Take any �′ ⊂ �. Obviously, there is A ⇒ B ∈ � such that A ⇒ B �∈ �′,
i.e. using the fact that� is a base of D,

||A ⇒ B||�′ ≤ ||A ⇒ B||�\{A⇒B} < 1 = ||A ⇒ B||� = ||A ⇒ B||D.

i.e.�′ is not a base ofD, showing that� is a nonredundant base ofD. The rest of the claim
follows from Theorem 5.10.

Remark 6.4: Note that each ranked data table has at least one base. In particular, for D
we may define a theory � by �(A ⇒ B) = ||A ⇒ B||D (for any A ⇒ B). Trivially, � is
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a base of D because D′ ∈ Mod(�) iff ||A ⇒ B||D′ ≥ ||A ⇒ B||D for all A,B ∈ LR. As a
consequence, D ∈ Mod(�) and thus ||A ⇒ B||� = ||A ⇒ B||D , i.e. � is indeed a base
of D. Note that in standard logic terminology, � would be called a theory of structure D
since it consists of all formulas true in D. Nevertheless, a base introduced this way is not
an interesting one because it is too large and contains a lot or redundancies. Thus, we may
look for ways to determine nonredundant bases of D. This will be shown in the rest of the
paper.

6.2. Characterization of bases

In this section, we provide a further characterization of bases. We introduce an operator
which plays an important role in characterization of bases as well as computing particular
nonredundant bases. Using this operator, we present (i) new equivalent ways to express
degrees ||A ⇒ B||D ; and (ii) several criteria saying when � is a base of D. These criteria
will have an important role in next sections where we discuss computational issues. The
operator itself assigns to an L-set of attributes M ∈ LR the greatest L-set of attributes
N ∈ LR for which if every two tuples in D are similar on all attributes from M, then they
are similar on all attributes from N”. A formal definition follows.
Definition 6.5: For a ranked data table D on attributes R, let CD denote an operator
CD : LR → LR defined, for anyM ∈ LR and y ∈ R, as follows:

(CD(M))(y) = ∧
r,r′

((D(r)⊗ D(r′)⊗ (r(M) ≈D r′(M))∗
) → r(y) ≈y r′(y)

)
. (56)

We prove that CD defined by (56) is an L∗-closure operator but first we prove the
following technical lemma which will be used in the subsequent proof:
Lemma 6.6: For any ranked data table D on R, tuples r, r′, and L-sets A,B ∈ LR of
attributes, S(A,B)⊗ r(B) ≈D r′(B) ≤ r(A) ≈D r′(A).

Proof: By definition of r(B) ≈D r′(B) and using the fact that S(A,B) ⊗ A(y) ≤ B(y) is
true (for any y ∈ R) together with anititony of → in the first argument and monotony of
→ in the second argument,

r(B) ≈D r′(B) ≤ (D(r)⊗ D(r′)) → (
B(y) → r(y) ≈y r′(y)

)
≤ (D(r)⊗ D(r′)) → (

(S(A,B)⊗ A(y)) → r(y) ≈y r′(y)
)
.

Using adjointness,

S(A,B)⊗ r(B) ≈D r′(B) ≤ (D(r)⊗ D(r′)) → (A(y) → r(y) ≈y r′(y)),

is true for any y ∈ R. Hence,

S(A,B)⊗ r(B) ≈D r′(B) ≤ ∧
y∈R

(
(D(r)⊗ D(r′)) → (A(y) → r(y) ≈y r′(y))

)
= (D(r)⊗ D(r′)) → ∧

y∈R (A(y) → r(y) ≈y r′(y)) = r(A) ≈D r′(A),

proving the claim.
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Remark 6.7: Note that the inequality from Lemma 6.6 is in fact a generalization of the
observation made in Proposition 3.3(viii). Indeed, if C1 ⊆ C2, then S(C1,C2) = 1, i.e.
Lemma 6.6 yields r1(C2) ≈D r2(C2) ≤ r1(C1) ≈D r2(C1).

We are now ready to prove the closure properties of CD defined by (56).
Theorem 6.8: For any ranked data table D, CD is an L∗-closure operator.

Proof: We prove that CD is extensive, monotone, and idempotent.
CD IS EXTENSIVE: For any tuples r, r′, A ∈ LR, and y ∈ R,

(r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗ ≤ r(A) ≈D r′(A) ≤ (D(r)⊗ D(r′)) → (A(y) → r(y) ≈y r′(y)).

Using adjointness, the previous inequality yields

A(y) ≤ (D(r)⊗ D(r′)⊗ (r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗
) → r(y) ≈y r′(y).

Since r, r′ have been taken arbitrarily, we get

A(y) ≤ ∧
r,r′

((D(r)⊗ D(r′)⊗ (r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗
) → r(y) ≈y r′(y)

) = (CD(A))(y),

for all y ∈ R, i.e. A ⊆ CD(A).
CD IS MONOTONE: Consider A,B ∈ LR and observe that for any tuples r, r′ and any

attribute y ∈ R,

(CD(A))(y) ≤ (D(r)⊗ D(r′)⊗ (r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗
) → r(y) ≈y r′(y),

i.e. by adjointness,

(r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗ ⊗ (CD(A))(y) ≤ (D(r)⊗ D(r′)) → r(y) ≈y r′(y). (57)

Since S(A,B) ⊗ r(B) ≈D r′(B) ≤ r(A) ≈D r′(A) is true according to Lemma 6.6,
monotony of ∗ yields (S(A,B) ⊗ r(B) ≈D r′(B))∗ ≤ (r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗. Thus, (10)
yields S(A,B)∗ ⊗ (r(B) ≈D r′(B))∗ ≤ (r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗. Now, using the latter inequality
with (57), we get

S(A,B)∗ ⊗ (r(B) ≈D r′(B))∗ ⊗ (CD(A))(y)
≤ (r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗ ⊗ (CD(A))(y) ≤ (D(r)⊗ D(r′)) → r(y) ≈y r′(y).

Hence, using adjointness again, it follows that

S(A,B)∗ ⊗ (CD(A))(y) ≤ (D(r)⊗ D(r′)⊗ (r(B) ≈D r′(B))∗
) → r(y) ≈y r′(y)

is true for any tuples r, r′, i.e. S(A,B)∗ ⊗ (CD(A))(y) ≤ (CD(B))(y) is true for any y ∈ R
from which we directly get S(A,B)∗ ≤ (CD(A))(y) → (CD(B))(y) for any y ∈ R, i.e.
S(A,B)∗ ≤ S(CD(A), CD(B)), proving the monotony.

CD IS IDEMPOTENT: The extensivity of CD yields CD(A) ⊆ CD(CD(A)). Hence, it suffices
to show that CD(CD(A)) ⊆ CD(A). Inspecting (56), it suffices to show that (r(A) ≈D
r′(A))∗ ≤ (r(CD(A)) ≈D r′(CD(A)))∗ (for any A ∈ LR and tuples r, r′) because of the
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antitony of → in the first argument and the monotony of ⊗. Let A ∈ LR and take any
tuples r, r′. Using (56), we get

(CD(A))(y) ≤ (D(r)⊗ D(r′)⊗ (r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗
) → r(y) ≈y r′(y).

Using adjointness,

D(r)⊗ D(r′)⊗ (r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗ ≤ (CD(A))(y) → r(y) ≈y r′(y).

Since y ∈ R has been taken arbitrarily, it follows that

D(r)⊗ D(r′)⊗ (r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗ ≤ ∧
y∈R

(
(CD(A))(y) → r(y) ≈y r′(y)

)
.

In addition, the adjointness property gives

(r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗ ≤ (D(r)⊗ D(r′)) → ∧
y∈R

(
(CD(A))(y) → r(y) ≈y r′(y)

)
= r(CD(A)) ≈D r′(CD(A)).

Finally, monotony and idempotency of ∗ yield

(r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗ ≤ (r(CD(A)) ≈D r′(CD(A)))∗,

which is the desired inequality.

The following assertion utilizes CD and shows that fixed points of CD induce important
canonical models which satisfy the same SBFDs as D.
Lemma 6.9: For any ranked data table D and A,B ∈ LR,

||A ⇒ B||D = ||A ⇒ B||DCD (A) = S(B, CD(A)).

Proof: Using adjointness together with (19) and (56),

||A ⇒ B||D
= ∧

r,r′
(
(r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗ → r(B) ≈D r′(B)

)
= ∧

r,r′
(
(r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗ → (

(D(r)⊗ D(r′)) → ∧
y∈R (B(y) → r(y) ≈y r′(y))

))
= ∧

r,r′
∧

y∈R
(
(r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗ → (

(D(r)⊗ D(r′)) → (B(y) → r(y) ≈y r′(y))
))

= ∧
y∈R

∧
r,r′

(
B(y) → (

(D(r)⊗ D(r′)⊗ (r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗) → r(y) ≈y r′(y)
))

= ∧
y∈R

(
B(y) → ∧

r,r′ ((D(r)⊗ D(r′)⊗ (r(A) ≈D r′(A))∗) → r(y) ≈y r′(y))
)

= ∧
y∈R

(
B(y) → (CD(A))(y)

) = S(B, CD(A)),

proving ||A ⇒ B||D = S(B, CD(A)). The rest follows using Lemma 4.16 and extensivity
of CD . Indeed,

S(B, CD(A)) = 1 → S(B, CD(A))
= S(A, CD(A))∗ → S(B, CD(A)) = ||A ⇒ B||DCD (A) ,
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which concludes the proof.

Recall that in Section 4.2, we have shown that degrees of semantic entailment ||A ⇒
B||� can be expressed as subsethood degrees of B to a closure [A]� . If we combine this
observation with what we have in Lemma 6.9, we directly obtain
Theorem 6.10: � is a base of D iff [· · ·]� coincides with CD .

Proof: Let � be a base of D. Using Theorem 4.20, ||A ⇒ [A]� ||� = 1 because
S([A]� , [A]�) = 1. Therefore, 1 = ||A ⇒ [A]�||� = ||A ⇒ [A]� ||D because � is a
base of D. Applying Lemma 6.9, ||A ⇒ [A]� ||D = 1 yields S([A]� , CD(A)) = 1, i.e.
[A]� ⊆ CD(A). The converse inclusion [A]� ⊇ CD(A) can be proved dually. Altogether,
[A]� = CD(A), i.e. [· · ·]� coincides with CD .

Conversely, if [· · ·]� coincides with CD , then using Theorem 4.20 and Lemma 6.9,

||A ⇒ B||� = S(B, [A]�) = S(B, CD(A)) = ||A ⇒ B||D ,

showing that� is a base of D.

As a consequence of the previous theorem, we obtain an important criterion for� being
a base of D which is formulated in terms of canonical models of�:
Corollary 6.11: � is a base of D iff ModC(�) = {DM |M ∈ fix(CD)}.
Proof: Observe that ModC(�) = {DM |M ∈ fix(CD)} is equivalent to stating that DM ∈
ModC(�) iffM ∈ fix(CD) which by (43) is equivalent to fix(CD) = M� which is further
equivalent to stating thatCD coincideswith [· · ·]� which is theL∗-closure operator induced
by M� . Now, apply Theorem 6.10.

We conclude this section with another corollary of the previous assertion showing that
||A ⇒ B||D can be obtained as an infimum of degrees to which A ⇒ B is true in all
canonical models induced by fixed points of CD :
Corollary 6.12: For any ranked data table D and A,B ∈ LR,

||A ⇒ B||D = ∧
M∈LR ||A ⇒ B||DCD(M) = ∧

M∈fix(CD) ||A ⇒ B||DM ,

where fix(CD) is defined by (18).

Proof: Let� be a base of D. Then, using Theorem 4.18,

||A ⇒ B||D = ||A ⇒ B||� = ∧
D∈ModC(�) ||A ⇒ B||D = ∧

M∈fix(CD) ||A ⇒ B||DM ,

which follows from Corollary 6.11. The rest is obvious.

6.3. Existence andminimality of nonredundant bases

We now turn attention to computational aspects. Given a ranked data table D, we explore
special systems of L-sets of attributes which determine small nonredundant bases which
are in some important cases unique and minimal. We begin with introducing the systems
of L-sets of attributes that will play an important role in the description of nonredundant
bases.
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Definition 6.13: For any ranked data table D, a system P ⊆ LR is called a system of
pseudo-closures of D if, for each P ∈ LR, the following are equivalent

(i) P ∈ P ,
(ii) P �= CD(P) and for any Q ∈ P such that Q �= P: ||Q ⇒ CD(Q)||DP = 1.

Proposition 6.14: If L is a finite residuated lattice with globalization, for each ranked
data table D, there is exactly one system of pseudo-closures.

Proof: Let L be a complete residuated lattice with globalization. Then, Definition 6.13(ii)
can be restated as follows: P �= CD(P) and for any Q ∈ P such that Q ⊂ P, we have
CD(Q) ⊆ P. If in addition L is finite, Definition 6.13 becomes a recursive definition of
P which is then uniquely given. The situation is similar to the uniqueness of a system
of pseudo-intents which determined a Guigues–Duquenne base in the ordinary case (see
Ganter and Wille 1997; Guigues and Duquenne 1986).

According to the previous observation, if L is a finite residuated lattice with globaliza-
tion, we denote the system of pseudo-closures by PD , i.e.

PD = {P ∈ LR | P �= CD(P) and
for any Q ∈ PD such that Q ⊂ P we have CD(Q) ⊆ P}. (58)

Systems of pseudo-closures will be used to determine bases of ranked data tables. For
any P ⊆ LR (not necessarily a system of pseudo-closures), we can put

� = {P ⇒ CD(P) | P ∈ P} (59)

The following theorems show that any system of pseudo-closures of D determines a
nonredundant base of D which is defined exactly by (59).
Theorem 6.15: Let D be any ranked data table, P be a system of pseudo-closures of D.
Then, � defined by (59) is a base of D.

Proof: We show that ||A ⇒ B||� = ||A ⇒ B||D (for any A,B ∈ LR). Using Corollary
6.11, we proceed by showing that ModC(�) = {DM |M ∈ fix(CD)}.

First, take any DM ∈ ModC(�). It suffices to show that M ∈ fix(CD). Suppose, by
contradiction, that M �∈ fix(CD), i.e. M �= CD(M). Since DM ∈ ModC(�), we have
||Q ⇒ CD(Q)||DM = 1 for any Q ∈ P . Therefore, M ∈ P because M satisfies the
condition posed byDefinition 6.13(ii). Since� is defined by (59), we get thatM ⇒ CD(M)
belongs to �. Furthermore, S(CD(M),M) < 1 because M �= CD(M), i.e. Lemma 4.16
yields

||M ⇒ CD(M)||DM = S(M,M)∗ → S(CD(M),M)
= 1∗ → S(CD(M),M) = S(CD(M),M) < 1,

which contradictsDM ∈ Mod(�). Therefore, wemust haveM ∈ fix(CD), i.e.ModC(�) ⊆
{DM |M ∈ fix(CD)} is established.
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In order to prove the converse inclusion, take any M ∈ fix(CD) and observe that the
monotony and idempotency of CD yield, for each Q ∈ P ,

S(Q,M)∗ ≤ S(CD(Q), CD(M)) = S(CD(Q),M),

i.e. ||Q ⇒ CD(Q)||DM = 1 by Lemma 4.16. Therefore, DM is a canonical model of �
which proves {DM |M ∈ fix(CD)} ⊆ ModC(�).

Theorem 6.16: Let D be any ranked data table, P be a system of pseudo-closures of D.
Then, � defined by (59) is a nonredundant base of D.

Proof: By Theorem 6.15, � is a base of D. Thus, it suffices to show that no proper subset
�′ ⊂ � is a base of D. Take any �′ ⊂ �. Since �′ is a proper subset of �, there is
P ∈ P such that P ⇒ CD(P) �∈ �′. In addition to that, DP is a canonical model of �′.
Indeed, from Definition 6.13, it follows that ||Q ⇒ CD(Q)||DP = 1 for any Q ∈ P such
that Q �= P, i.e. DP ∈ ModC(�′). Since P ∈ P , we have CD(P) �= P, see Definition 6.13.
Hence, applying Corollary 6.11, we get that�′ is not a base ofD becauseDP ∈ ModC(�′)
and P �∈ fix(CD). As a consequence,� is a nonredundant base of D.

In certain important cases, we can proveminimality of a base constructed from pseudo-
closures. By a minimality we mean the following property:
Definition 6.17: If � is a base of D and for each �′ which is a base of D, we have
|�| ≤ |�′|, then� is called aminimal base of D.

Obviously, a minimal base is nonredundant but it can be shown that the converse
implication does not apply in general, i.e. a nonredundant base may not be minimal in
terms of its size. The following assertions show that in case of globalization, � defined by
(59) is always minimal.
Lemma 6.18: Let L be a finite residuated lattice with globalization ∗. Let D be any RDT,
P = PD be a system defined by (58), and �′ be a base of D. Then, for each P ∈ PD , �′
contains A ⇒ B such that ||A ⇒ B||DP < 1 and CD(A) = CD(P).

Proof: Take any P ∈ P . Since P �= CD(P) and�′ is a base of D, Corollary 6.11 yields that
DP is not a canonical model of �′. Therefore, �′ contains at least one A ⇒ B such that
||A ⇒ B||DP < 1. Using Lemma 4.16, we haveA ⊆ P and B �⊆ P because ∗ is globalization.
From the monotony of CD , we get CD(A) ⊆ CD(P). Thus, it remains to prove the
converse inclusion. Since CD is a closure operator, it suffices to prove that P ⊆ CD(A). By
contradiction, let P � CD(A) and consider the following two observations:

First, observe that A ⇒ B ∈ �′ means ||A ⇒ B||�′ = 1. Since �′ is a base of
D, we get S(B, CD(A)) = 1 as a consequence of Lemma 6.9 and Corollary 6.11. Thus,
B ⊆ CD(A). Furthermore, from B ⊆ CD(A) and B �⊆ P that we have assumed in the
beginning of the proof it follows that CD(A) �⊆ P. Now, A ⊆ P and CD(A) �⊆ P yield
A ⊆ CD(A) ∩ P ⊂ CD(A), i.e. CD(A) ∩ P �∈ fix(CD).

Second, take � which is the base of D given by (59). Due to Corollary 6.11, DCD(A) is
a model of �. In addition, DP is a model of � \ {P ⇒ CD(P)} which follows directly
from Definition 6.13. Thus, due to the closure properties of generators of canonical
models, DCD(A)∩P is a model of � \ {P ⇒ CD(P)}. Moreover, we have P � CD(A) ∩ P
because we have assumed P � CD(A). Since ∗ is globalization, it follows that ||P ⇒
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CD(P)||DCD(A)∩P = 1. Hence, DCD(A)∩P is a model of �, i.e. CD(A) ∩ P ∈ fix(CD) by
Corollary 6.11, contradicting the conclusion of the preceding paragraph.

As a consequence of the observations from the preceding two paragraphs, wemust have
P ⊆ CD(A) which concludes the proof.

Theorem 6.19: Let L be a finite residuated lattice with globalization ∗. LetD be any RDT,
P = PD be a system defined by (58). Then, � defined by (59) is a minimal base of D.

Proof: Suppose that �′ is a base of D. We prove the assertion by showing that there is an
injective map f : PD → �′. For each P ∈ PD , let f (P) be the SBFDA ⇒ B ∈ �′ such that
||A ⇒ B||DP < 1 and CD(A) = CD(P). The map f is well defined due to Lemma 6.18. It
suffices to show that f is injective.

Consider pseudo-closuresP1, P2 ∈ PD and assume that f (P1) = f (P2). Denote f (P1) by
A ⇒ B. Observe that using Lemma 6.18, we haveCD(A) = CD(P1) = CD(P2). IfP1 ⊂ P2,
then, according to (58), CD(P1) ⊆ P2, i.e. CD(A) = CD(P1) ⊂ CD(P2) = CD(A), which
is a contradiction. Dually for P2 ⊂ P1. Therefore, if P1 �= P2, we must have P1 � P2 and
P2 � P1. Since A ⊆ P1 and A ⊆ P2 because we have assumed ||A ⇒ B||DP1

< 1 and
||A ⇒ B||DP2

< 1, we get A ⊆ P1 ∩ P2. Thus, CD(A) ⊆ CD(P1 ∩ P2).
In addition, P1 ∩ P2 is a fixpoint of CD . Indeed, DP1 is a canonical model of� \ {P1 ⇒

CD(P1)} andDP2 is a canonicalmodel of�\{P2 ⇒ CD(P2)}. Hence,DP1∩P2 is a canonical
model of � \ {P1 ⇒ CD(P1), P2 ⇒ CD(P2)} as a consequence of Theorem 4.19. In
addition to that, we have ||P1 ⇒ CD(P1)||DP1∩P2 = 1 because P1 � P1 ∩ P2. Dually,
||P2 ⇒ CD(P2)||DP1∩P2 = 1. Altogether, DP1∩P2 is a model of �. Using Corollary 6.11,
CD(P1 ∩ P2) = P1 ∩ P2.

Therefore, using previous observations,

CD(A) ⊆ CD(P1 ∩ P2) = P1 ∩ P2 ⊂ CD(P1),

contradicting the fact that CD(A) = CD(P1). Altogether, if f (P1) = f (P2), we must have
P1 = P2, i.e. f is an injective map and thus |PD| = |�| ≤ |�′|.
Remark 6.20: Let us note that neither the uniqueness of P nor the existence of P is
assured for general complete residuated lattices L taken as the structure of truth degrees.
This will be further discussed in Section 6.5.

6.4. Computational issues

In this section, we focus on computingminimal bases. From the previous section, it follows
that if L is a finite residuated lattice with globalization, in order to compute a minimal base
of D, it suffices to determine the unique system of pseudo-closures PD given by (58). We
now outline an algorithm for determining PD and thus the minimal base of D in case of
finite linearly ordered structure of truth degrees with globalization. Let us note that the
restriction to finiteLmay be seen not pragmatically severe in view of the 7±2 phenomenon
due to Miller (1956), according to which humans are capable of working consistently with
at most 7 ± 2 degrees anyway.

The L-sets contained in PD needed to determine the base will be described as selected
fixed points of a new L∗-closure operator. From now on, let L be finite and linearly
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Algorithm 2: MINIMALBASE(D)
1 set B to ∅;
2 set� to ∅;
3 while B �= R do
4 if B �= CD(B) then
5 add B ⇒ CD(B) to�;
6 end
7 set B to NEXTCLOSURE(B, cl� )
8 end
9 return�

ordered residuated lattice with globalization. The situation of more general structures
will be discussed later on.

Consider a ranked data tableD on attributesR. Let� be defined by (59), whereP = PD
is the system of pseudo-closures. For any L-setM ∈ LR of attributes, put

M� = M ∪ ⋃{CD(Q) |Q ∈ PD and Q ⊂ M}. (60)

and define an operator cl� as in (50) except for (60) is used instead of (48). Note that in
case of ∗ being the globalization, the difference between the two operators is that in (60)
we require an additional condition A �= M.

The following assertion shows that cl� is an L∗-closure operator whose fixed points
consist of pseudo-closures and fixed points of the operator CD :
Theorem 6.21: If� is defined by (59) with P = PD being (58), then cl� is an L∗-closure
operator such that

fix(cl�) = PD ∪ fix(CD). (61)

Proof: cl� IS EXTENSIVE: Follows directly from (60).
cl� ISMONOTONE: It suffices to prove thatM1 ⊆ M2 implies cl�(M1) ⊆ cl�(M2). Suppose

that M1 ⊆ M2. If Q ⊂ M1 for some Q ∈ PD , then Q ⊂ M2, yielding (M1)� ⊆ (M2)�
which follows from (60), i.e. cl�(M1) ⊆ cl�(M2).

cl� IS IDEMPOTENT: We check just (cl�(M))� ⊆ cl�(M) because the converse inclusion
follows from extensivity. If Q ⊂ cl�(M) for Q ∈ PD , the finiteness of both R and L yield
that Q ⊂ Mn

� for some nonnegative integer n. Hence, from (60) it follows CD(Q) ⊆
Mn+1
� ⊆ cl�(M). That is, (cl�(M))� ⊆ cl�(M) yielding cl�( cl�(M)) ⊆ cl�(M).
cl� SATISFIES (61): Take any M ∈ fix(cl�). If M = CD(M), M ∈ fix(CD) and we are

done. If M �= CD(M), one can show that M ∈ PD . Indeed, consider any Q ∈ PD such
that Q ⊂ M. Then, CD(Q) ⊆ M� ⊆ cl�(M) = M, i.e. M ∈ PD , showing fix(cl�) ⊆
PD ∪ fix(CD).

Conversely, we prove that PD ∪ fix(CD) ⊆ fix(cl�). Take any P ∈ PD . If Q ∈ PD
such that Q ⊂ P, then, by Definition 6.13, ||Q ⇒ CD(Q)||DP = 1, from which we get
S(CD(Q), P) = 1, i.e. CD(Q) ⊆ P. From this we conclude that P = P� = cl�(P). Now,
take anyM ∈ fix(CD). Since � is a base of D, Corollary 6.11 together withM = CD(M)
gives thatDM is a canonicalmodel of�. Thus, from (59), we get that ||Q ⇒ CD(Q)||DM =
1 for any Q ∈ PD . Thus, if Q ⊂ M, we get S(CD(Q),M) = 1, i.e. CD(Q) ⊆ M, meaning
thatM = M� = cl�(M).
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Algorithm 3: NONREDUNDANTBASE(D)
1 set B to ∅;
2 set� to ∅;
3 while B �= R do
4 if B �= CD(B) then
5 add B ⇒ CD(B) to�;
6 end
7 set B to NEXTCLOSURE(B, cl ∗� )
8 end
9 foreach A ⇒ B ∈ � do

10 setM to GRADEDCLOSURE(� \ {A ⇒ B},A);
11 if B ⊆ M then
12 remove A ⇒ B from� ;
13 end
14 end
15 return�

The previous observations lead to a procedure for computing minimal bases. Namely,
the minimal base of D is composed of SBFDs P ⇒ CD(P) such that P is a fixed point of
cl� but it is not a fixed point of CD . Two technical problems have to be solved. First, we
should have a procedure to list all fixed points of an L∗-closure operator. Second, cl� is
defined in terms of � which we are trying to compute using fixed points of cl� . We must
make sure that the procedure we are going to introduce is not “circular”. The issues can be
resolved as follows.

The first issue can be resolved using a proper algorithm for listing fixed points of L∗-
closure operators. There exist algorithms for computing fixed points of classical closure
operators. It is only a matter of technical extension to make them compute fixed points of
L∗-closure operators. One of the best-known algorithms is Ganter’s algorithm NEXTCLOSURE

which, given a fixed point M of a closure operator, returns as a new closure the lexical
successor of M. Therefore, NEXTCLOSURE lists all closures in a lexical order which extends
the strict subsethood relation ⊂. Hence, we can use an extended version of this algorithm
which lists fixed points of cl� in an order which extends ⊂ (strict containment of L-sets).

Since we assume that ∗ is the globalization, in order to determine P ∈ PD , we need just
those SBFDs Q ⇒ CD(Q) in � such that Q ⊂ P, see (60). Thus, if we use NEXTCLOSURE

to compute P ∈ PD , all SBFDs Q ⇒ CD(Q) needed to compute P are already in �
because Q ⊂ P implies that such Qs have been computed by NEXTCLOSURE before the point
of computing P. This actually resolves the second issue.

Taking into account the previous observations, we may compute the minimal base of
any ranked data table D by procedure MINIMALBASE which accepts D as an argument and
returns the base�. Note that in the procedure we denote by NEXTCLOSURE(B, cl�) the lexical
successor of B which is a fixpoint of cl� .

6.5. Case of general hedges

The previous sections showed that systems of pseudo-closures can be used to find nonre-
dundant bases of ranked data tables. In addition to that, if globalization is used as the
hedge, such bases are minimal. The situation for general hedges is more complicated and
will be briefly outlined in this section.

If L is an infinite complete residuated lattice, there may be ranked data tables which
do not have any system of pseudo-closures. Therefore, the technique from the previous
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Figure 2. Ranked data table over domains with similarities: a result of similarity-based query “Show real
estate sold for approximately $250,000”.

section cannot be applied in this situation. This is rather a theoretical limitation since
in practice, we usually consider structures of truth degrees for the purpose of describing
similarities of finitely many values that appear in ranked data tables, i.e. a sufficiently large
finite scale of truth degrees should be sufficient for most applications. In addition, smaller
scales of degrees may be more comprehensible by users (see Miller 1956).

In case of general hedges, we may find nonredundant bases as follows. First, if L is finite
and ∗ is an arbitrary hedge, then PD given by (58) is well defined. Therefore, we may
consider� given by (59) whereP equalsPD . Using the same arguments as in the proof of
Theorem6.15, one can show that� is a base ofD. This gives us away to find a base� which
is in general redundant but according to our experimental evaluation is sufficiently small.
In order to obtain a nonredundant base of D, it suffices to find a nonredundant subset of
such �. According to Proposition 6.3, this can be done by removing SBFDs which follow
from other SBFDs in� to degree 1.

Therefore, we can utilize a two-stage procedure NONREDUNDANTBASE. The first stage of the
algorithm is analogous to MINIMALBASE except for the fact that the operator cl ∗� is defined
by the iteration of (60) in which CD is defined using a general hedge ∗ instead of the
globalization. Even in this case, cl ∗� is a closure operator and (61) holds true, i.e. the first
stage indeed computes a base ofD. The second stage exploits Proposition 6.3 and removes
all redundant SBFDs by checking ifA ⇒ B ∈ � follows from�\{A ⇒ B} to degree 1. This
is done using the observations in Theorem 4.20 and utilizing the procedure GRADEDCLOSURE.
Remark 6.22: For any ranked data table D and finite L, NONREDUNDANTBASE produces
a nonredundant base of D. In general, such a base is not minimal in terms of its size.
Examples are presented in Section 7.

7. Illustrative examples

We now illustrate the algorithms and selected properties of SBFDs proved in the previous
sections. Let us return to the ranked data table in Figure 2. Let us assume that our structure
of truth degrees L is an 11-elementukasiewicz chain, i.e. a complete residuated lattice with
L = {0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9, 1}with∧ and∨ beingminimum andmaximum, respectively, and
the adjoint operations ⊗ and → defined as in Example 4.26.

In order to properly define an RDT D which corresponds to the table in Figure 2,
we have to define similarities on domains. First, observe that from the point of view of
finding “properties for sale”, names of property owners are not essential. Hence, ≈name

is an ordinary equality, meaning that x ≈name y = 1 iff x = y and x ≈name y = 0 iff
x �= y. Since names are not interesting for further illustration, for brevity we consider only
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the attributes of property type, number of bedrooms, construction year, and property
price, abbreviated by t, b, y, and p, respectively.

The similarity on property types can be given by an expert (e.g. real estate agent)
based on his experience how customers usually perceive properties of different types.
For instance, a Single Family house may be seen sufficiently similar to a Ranch,
while a Loft is considered different (not similar) to Ranch. For illustration, assume that
Loft≈t Ranch = 0, Loft≈t Single Family = 0.1, and Single Family≈t

Ranch = 0.8. The rest of ≈t is uniquely given because the similarity is reflexive and
symmetric. The similarity of the number of bedrooms can be defined, e.g. as follows:
x ≈b y = 1 iff x = y, x ≈b y = 0.7 iff |x − y| = 1, x ≈b y = 0.3 iff |x − y| = 2,
and x ≈b y = 0 otherwise. In a similar way, one may define similarity on years based
on their closeness. For instance, y1 ≈y y2 = sy(|y1 − y2|), where sy : [0,∞) → L is a
nonincreasing scaling function such that sy(0) = 1 and sy(20) = 0. Analogously, onemay
define similarity of prices p1 ≈p p2 = sp(|p1 − p2|) based on a scaling function such that
sp(0) = 1 and, e.g. sp(200000) = 0. Let us stress at this point that these similarities are
just “examples” and it is not our intention to give a guide how such similarities should be
defined (this depends on a particular application and is not the subject of this paper).

If L is equipped with globalization ∗, see (11), then there is a unique system of pseudo-
closures PD given by (58):

PD ={{},{0.2/t,0.1/b,0.3/y,p},{0.2/t,0.3/b,0.1/y,p},{0.3/t,0.1/b,0.1/y,p},{0.3/t,0.2/b,0.6/y,p},
{0.3/t,0.2/b,y,p},{0.4/t,0.2/b,0.1/y,p},{0.9/t,0.9/b,0.1/y,p},{0.9/t,0.9/b,0.5/y,p},
{0.9/t,b,0.2/y,p},{t,0.8/b,0.1/y,p},{t,b,0.9/y,p}}.

Therefore, the corresponding minimal base defined by (59) and computed by procedure
MINIMALBASE, which fully describes all similarity-based functional dependencies in the
illustrative ranked data table over domains with similarities, has 12 SBFDs:

�1={{}⇒{0.2/t,0.1/b,0.1/y,p},{0.2/t,0.1/b,0.3/y,p}⇒{0.3/t,0.2/b,0.5/y,p},
{0.2/t,0.3/b,0.1/y,p}⇒{0.9/t,0.8/b,0.1/y,p},{0.3/t,0.1/b,0.1/y,p}⇒{0.3/t,0.2/b,0.1/y,p},
{0.3/t,0.2/b,0.6/y,p}⇒{0.3/t,0.2/b,0.9/y,p},{0.3/t,0.2/b,y,p}⇒{t,0.8/b,y,p},
{0.4/t,0.2/b,0.1/y,p}⇒{0.9/t,0.8/b,0.1/y,p},{0.9/t,0.9/b,0.1/y,p}⇒{0.9/t,0.9/b,0.2/y,p},
{0.9/t,0.9/b,0.5/y,p}⇒{0.9/t,0.9/b,0.9/y,p},{0.9/t,b,0.2/y,p}⇒{t,b,0.2/y,p},
{t,0.8/b,0.1/y,p}⇒{t,0.8/b,0.2/y,p},{t,b,0.9/y,p}⇒{t,b,y,p}}

Let us stress that �1 is minimal in the number of SBFDs as it is shown in Theorem 6.19.
Thus, there is no base of D which has less than 12 SBFDs. On the other hand, SBFDs in
�1 can be reduced by removing redundant attributes from SBFDs. This issue is illustrated
by the following base �2 which is also minimal (contain the same number of SBFDs) and
results from�1 by removing some attributes from antecedents and consequents of SBFDs
(a detailed description of reductions will be discussed in a forthcoming paper):
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�2={{}⇒{0.2/t,0.1/b,0.1/y,p},{0.3/y}⇒{0.3/t,0.2/b,0.5/y},{0.3/b}⇒{0.9/t,0.8/b},
{0.3/t}⇒{0.2/b},{0.3/t,0.6/y}⇒{0.9/y},{0.3/t,y}⇒{t,0.8/b},{0.4/t}⇒{0.9/t,0.8/b},
{0.4/t,0.9/b}⇒{0.2/y},{0.4/t,0.9/b,0.5/y}⇒{0.9/y},{0.4/t,b}⇒{t},{t}⇒{0.2/y},
{t,b,0.9/y}⇒{y}}

Let us assume that L is equipped with ∗ being the identity. In that case, P is not uniquely
given and theminimality of bases is not ensured. Employing procedure NONREDUNDANTBASE

outlined in Section 6.5, we get the following base:

�3={{}⇒{0.2/t,0.1/b,0.1/y,p}, {0.2/t,0.1/b,0.3/y,p}⇒{0.3/t,0.2/b,0.3/y,p},
{0.3/t,0.2/b,y,p}⇒{0.4/t,0.3/b,y,p}, {0.8/t,0.9/b,0.1/y,p}⇒{0.9/t,0.9/b,0.2/y,p},
{0.9/t,0.7/b,0.1/y,p}⇒{0.9/t,0.8/b,0.1/y,p}, {0.9/t,0.9/b,y,p}⇒{t,0.9/b,y,p},
{0.9/t,b,0.2/y,p}⇒{t,b,0.2/y,p}, {t,0.8/b,0.1/y,p}⇒{t,0.8/b,0.2/y,p}}

�3 is nonredundant and has 8 SBFDs, i.e. �3 computed using identity as the hedge ∗ is
smaller than �1 computed using globalization as the hedge ∗. Notice that �1 is minimal,
i.e. there is no base (computed using globalization) which has smaller number of SBFDs.
However, if we change the hedge to identity, we can have smaller bases, as it is in case of
�3.

Recall that NONREDUNDANTBASE computes nonredundant bases in two steps. First, is com-
putes a base which may be redundant and then removes SBFDs which follow from other
SBFDs. From this point of view,�3 is nonredundant and it results from a redundant base
containing 26 SBFDs. Thus, 18 of such SBFDs are redundant because they follow from�3
to degree 1. One SBFD among the redundant ones is {0.8/t,0.8/b,0.9/y,p}⇒{0.9/t,0.8/b,0.9/y,p}.
Observe that such an SBFD is entailed by �3 to degree 1. This can be proved by checking
whether {0.9/t,0.8/b,0.9/y,p} is fully contained in the closure [{0.8/t,0.8/b,0.9/y,p}]�3 computed
by procedure GRADEDCLOSURE, see Theorem 4.20. Since

[{0.8/t,0.8/b,0.9/y,p}]�3 = {0.9/t,0.8/b,0.9/y,p} ⊇ {0.9/t,0.8/b,0.9/y,p},

we get that {0.8/t,0.8/b,0.9/y,p}⇒{0.9/t,0.8/b,0.9/y,p} is redundant.
On the contrary, for each SBFD in �3, one can check that it does not follow from

the other SBFDs in �3 to degree 1. For instance, {}⇒{0.2/t,0.1/b,0.1/y,p} follows from �3 \
{{}⇒{0.2/t,0.1/b,0.1/y,p}} to degree 0. Again, this can be checked using Theorem 4.20 and
using procedure GRADEDCLOSURE. Namely,

S({0.2/t,0.1/b,0.1/y,p}, [∅]�3\{{}⇒{0.2/t,0.1/b,0.1/y ,p}}) = S({0.2/t,0.1/b,0.1/y,p}, ∅) = 0.

In a similar way, {0.2/t,0.1/b,0.3/y,p}⇒{0.3/t,0.2/b,0.3/y,p} cannot be removed from�3 because
it is entailed by �3 \ {{0.2/t,0.1/b,0.3/y,p}⇒{0.3/t,0.2/b,0.3/y,p}} to degree 0.9 and analogously
for the other SBFDs in�3.

The benefit of getting nonredundant bases is that we can infer further SBFDs which
follow from the base, i.e. SBFDs which are (partially) true in the data table. For instance,
consider an SBFD {t}⇒{b} saying “apartments of the same type have the same number of
bedrooms”. If we disregard the ranks inD, such an SBFD is apparently not true in the data
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because Davis and Evans own ranches which have very different numbers of bedrooms.
On the other hand, if we considerD with the ranks, i.e. ifD represents answer to the query
“show real estate sold for approximately $250,000”, then intuitively such an SBFD is
more or less true because similar properties in this price category have similar numbers
of bedrooms. Therefore, the SBFD may be true to a high degree, which should be seen as
an interesting approximate dependency in the data. Using our formalism, we are able to
compute the degree to which the SBFD follows from �3 and thus the degree to which the
dependency is true in the data:

||{t}⇒{b}||�3 = S({b}, [{t}]�3) = S({b}, {t,0.8/b,0.2/y,p}) = 1 → 0.8 = 0.8.

Hence, {t}⇒{b} is entailed by�3 to a high degree 0.8. This should be interpreted that the
SBFD represents an interesting data dependency in D representing a result of the query
“show real estate sold for approximately $250,000”.

A related application of bases may be the following. We can answer questions like:
“Given the fact that types of properties are similar, what can we say about the number of
bedrooms, construction years, and their prices?”. From the logical point of view, we are
interested in finding an SBFD {t}⇒B such that B is maximal and {t}⇒B is fully true
in D, i.e. ||{t}⇒B||D = 1. Since �3 is a base of D, ||{t}⇒B||D = ||{t}⇒B||�3 . Since
||{t}⇒B||�3 = 1 iff B ⊆ [{t}]�3 , the greatest possible B such that ||{t}⇒B||�3 = 1 is
B = [{t}]�3 . Thus,

{t}⇒[{t}]�3 = {t}⇒{t,0.8/b,0.2/y,p}

is entailed by �3 (and true in D) to degree 1. In words, similar types of properties yield
similar numbers of bedrooms and similar prices but do not yield similar construction years
because the degree 0.2 to which y belongs to {t,0.8/b,0.2/y,p} is small.

The last example demonstrates the notion of graded provability in our model. Suppose
we are given a theory �3 and we wish to compute |{t}⇒{b}|�3 . Using the graded-
completeness (see Theorem 5.12), and the observation that ||{t}⇒{b}||�3 = 0.8, we
can conclude that |{t}⇒{b}|�3 = 0.8. But let us show that |{t}⇒{b}|�3 ≥ 0.8 using the
deduction rules. In order to make the proof more concise, we are going to use some of
the derivable deduction rules from Lemma 5.5. As one can see, the following sequence of
SBFDs is a proof of {t}⇒{0.8/b} from�3:
1. {t}⇒{t} (Ax)
2. {}⇒{0.2/t,0.1/b,0.1/y ,p} SBFD from�3
3. {t}⇒{t,0.1/b,0.1/y ,p} using (Acc) on 1. and 2.
4. {0.9/t,0.7/b,0.1/y ,p}⇒{0.9/t,0.8/b,0.1/y ,p} SBFD from�3
5. {0.3/t,0.1/b,0.4/p}⇒{0.3/t,0.2/b,0.4/p} using (Mul) on 4. for c = 0.4
6. {t}⇒{t,0.2/b,0.1/y ,p} using (Acc) on 3. and 5.
7. {0.4/t,0.2/b,0.5/p}⇒{0.4/t,0.3/b,0.5/p} using (Mul) on 4. for c = 0.5
8. {t}⇒{t,0.3/b,0.1/y ,p} using (Acc) on 6. and 7.
9. {0.5/t,0.3/b,0.6/p}⇒{0.5/t,0.4/b,0.6/p} using (Mul) on 4. for c = 0.6
10. {t}⇒{t,0.4/b,0.1/y ,p} using (Acc) on 8. and 9.
11. {0.6/t,0.4/b,0.7/p}⇒{0.6/t,0.5/b,0.7/p} using (Mul) on 4. for c = 0.7
12. {t}⇒{t,0.5/b,0.1/y ,p} using (Acc) on 10. and 11.
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13. {0.7/t,0.5/b,0.8/p}⇒{0.7/t,0.6/b,0.8/p} using (Mul) on 4. for c = 0.8
14. {t}⇒{t,0.6/b,0.1/y ,p} using (Acc) on 12. and 13.
15. {0.8/t,0.6/b,0.9/p}⇒{0.8/t,0.7/b,0.9/p} using (Mul) on 4. for c = 0.9
16. {t}⇒{t,0.7/b,0.1/y ,p} using (Acc) on 14. and 15.
17. {t}⇒{t,0.8/b,0.1/y ,p} using (Acc) on 4. and 16.
18. {t}⇒{0.8/b} using (Pro) on 17.
The first column denotes the number of an SBFD in the proof, the second column

contains an SBFD, and the third column contains a short description how the SBFD has
been inferred. The proof shows that �3 � {t}⇒{0.8/b}, i.e. that {t}⇒{0.8/b} is provable
from�3. Furthermore, observe that {t}⇒{0.8/b} equals {t} ⇒ 0.8⊗{b}, i.e. using (54),

|{t}⇒{b}|�3 = ∨{c ∈ L |� � {t} ⇒ c⊗{b}} ≥ 0.8.

Hence, we have used the fact �3 � {t}⇒{0.8/b} to find a lower bound for the provability
degree |{t}⇒{b}|�3 . As a consequence, in eachmodel of�3, the similarity-based functional
dependency {t}⇒{b} is true at least to degree 0.8. Notice that if we rearrange the formulas
in the proof so that the formulas from� come first, followed by the applications of (Mul),
we obtain a normalized proof according to Definition 5.16.

8. Conclusions

We introduced similarity-based functional dependencies as formulas describing particular
if-then dependencies in relational similarity-based databases. We established results re-
garding semantic entailment, complete axiomatizations, and description of nonredundant
bases of dependencies derived from ranked data tables over domains with similarities. The
results have three important facets. First, they show that there is a reasonable and nontrivial
dependency theory in the similarity-based relational model of data we proposed in the
prequel to this paper. Second, the phenomena connected to similarity-based dependencies
like degrees of semantic entailment are not directly expressible in terms of the classic
Codd model which further demonstrates that our model is its proper extension with
new notions, laws, and their consequences. Third, the model enables us to describe and
discover natural graded dependencies in data that cannot be expressed by the ordinary
equality-based functional dependencies but are inherent to human perception of if-then
dependencies when similarities are taken into account. The present paper should be seen
as a systematic formal treatment of selected aspects in the dependency theory of similarity-
based databases. Obviously, the topics are rich and reaching far beyond the scope of
this paper and call for further examination. Among other problems, future research
shall include further types of similarity-based data dependencies, their role in knowledge
discovery, data redundancy analysis, and approximate decompositions of ranked data
tables of domains with similarities.
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